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A discipline for loop construction is presented which is based on
the concept of a well-formed postcondition. A well-formed postcondition
is seen to have an implicit logical structure which is made explicit by
appropriate. variable binding. This variable binding identifies the loop
invariant and a determinate. Loops are then constructed by first identify-
ing the weakest iterative mechanism capable of establishing the
postcondition. Subsequent development proceeds by way of inOuct,ve
stepwise refinement. This discipline for loop construction leads naturally
to a sCheme for classifying loop mechanisms. It also leads to a proposal
for a weak loop grammar (not in principle unlike Chomsky's phrase
structure grammar) which helps to make explicit semantically important
components of a loop structure. The grammar is enhanced by a set of
funOamental transformation rules.
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"Everyttling snoUia De maaeas simple as possible. but not simpler·
Einstein
Loops playa central role in programming and therefore deserve a sound metho-
dology to support their development and application. The work of Floyd on assertions (
1 L Hoare on loop invariants [ 2 J. and Dijkstra's weakest precondition methodology [ 3
] has gone a long way towards formalizing certain aspects of the construction and
characterization of lOOps. Despite this formalization. and the positive contribution of
structurea programming to loop construction it is apparent that there are stili some
aspects of the methodology that require further clarification and development.
We suggest that existing methodology and practice does not always provide ade-
quate guidance on the most appropriate initialization for a loop, on what constitutes a
suitable guard for a lOop. on how the loop invariant can be determined, and on where
various constructs should be arranged in the body of a loop. Imprecision with any of
these details can often result in poorly constructed loops. In the diSCUSSion which fol-
lows we will attempt to address and clarify a number of these issues.
Dijkstra's methodology [ 3 ] provides a useful reference point from which to view
our alternative proposal. We will therefore begin our discussion by briefly reviewing
his method.
The starting point with Dijkstra's method is a formal specification of the problem.
This specification must yield an associated postcondition R which precisely defines the
goal to be accomplished. If it is then recogOlzed that the problem requires a loop (or
lOOps) the next step is to determine an appropriate loop invariant P by weakening (or
generalizing) the predicate A in some way. Useful heuristics which have been sug-
gested for this purpose include. replacing a constant oy a variable in R, deleting a
conjunct from R. and adding a disjunct to R. An initialization process is then per-
formed to establish the truth of the invariant P before the loop is entered. The guara B
for the loop is then developed so that P f\ 1B => R. Finally. the body of the loop is
aeveloped in such a way that it will decrease a bound function associated with the loop
with each iteration while re-establlshing the truth of the invariant. Detailed accounts
and applications of this methodology are given in monographs by Dljkstra [ 3 J and
Gries [ 4].
At this point we have not considered alternative programming disciplines as sug-
gested by Jackson [ 5 ] and Warnler [ 6 J. Later in the discussion some of the issues
raised by Jackson's method in particular will be taken into account. With the' back-
ground we have outlined we can now consider an alternative strategy for loop
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construction. In presenting our proposals we have cJeliberately chosen to keep the
treatment relatively informal to minimise distraction from clearly presenting how the
metnod can be applied in practice in a straightforward manner.
In presenting his methodology Dijkstra suggests a number of ways of weakening
the postcondition R to obtain the invariant P. However in practice the problem of
Oetermining an appropriate loop invariant prior to constructing a loop often requires
considerably more invention. insight and experience. than is perhaps desirable.
We would suggest that the problem of Oetermining an appropriate loop invariant
can be eased by taking a somewhat different approach.
2. A Loop Calculus
A starting point tor the discussion of an alternative methodology is to take a
somewnat different view of the postcondition A to that conventionally use<t There is
Clearly more than one way in which we can express a postcondition R for a particular
prOblem. Furthermore some expressions R are more useful than others in conveying
information that may be helpful in constructing the loop to establish the goal sought.
In this respect the suggestion made by Dijkstra is to formulate a postcondition that will
permit generalization (or weakening) in moving back further from the end-result. We
would suggest that the process of characterizing useful postconditions can be taken a
step further by requiring that the postcondltions R always assume a specific logical
structure. This structure reqUires that the postcondition R for a loop be thought of as
tne conjunction of an invariant P and a determinate D. i.e.
A=PI\O
A postcondition A with this structure is said to be well-formed. We will see a little
later how the logical elements P and 0 are protected from well-formed postcond\ttons
R. The invariant P is that predicate component of R which is true before and after
eacn loop iteration. The truth of the determinate D for some specific value or values ot
variables associated with R determines the truth of the postcondition R.
The role of the loop body when we have a well-tormed postconaition IS to estao-
Iish the truth of the determinate while maintaining the truth of the invariant P. With tne
determinate 0 true the postcondition R is established. Progress towards establishing
the truth of the determinate can be measured by aSSOCiating with a lOOp a bound func-
tion t that remains greater than or equal to zero and which is monotonically decreas-
ing with successive iterations of the loop.
The job of the guard B of the loop is to terminate the loop either wnen the oeter-
mtnate is true or when a state has be,en reached where it is possible to establish the
trutn of the determinate by some mechanism associated With. but external to tne lOOp.
2.1. Projection 01 the Invariant and Determinate from the Postcondition
To do this we must examine the underlying nature of the postcondition R.
Postconditions are expressed in terms at variables and constants. The constants
represent tne input or given information about the problem. The role of the loop or
program tnat must be derived is to perform operations on the variables and the given
oata until a state is attained which satisfies the postcondition.
Initially when the postcondition is derived the free variables associated with the
prOblem have not been initialized or bound to specific values although they may have
attacned ranges which define the set of possible values tnat they may assume.
With our proposeo method for determining the lOOp IOvariant a first step IS to
identify the free variables in the postcondition. The next step is to attach valid ranges
[0 eacn of these variables (as noted before. some may already have ranges attached
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in the postcondition}. In some instances it is possible to establish both a lower and an
upper bound for a variable while in other cases it may only be possible to establisn
either a lower or an upper bound or some defined value. In such cases the undefined
bound can only be expressed symbolically and is therefore not of any direct use in the
steps to follow. In general the bounds for variables can be derived from a knowledge
of the given information associated with the problem. Once ranges have been esta-
blished for all variables the next step is to use this information to project the invariant
P out of the postcondition R. Projection at the invariant from the postcondition is
achieved by binding all the variables in the postcondition to one of their
defined bounds or limiting values. When this has been done those components ot the
postcondition that are established by the variable binding to be logically true for all
valid states defined by the postcondition are said to constitute the projected invariant P
for the associated postcondition R. These values of the variables reterred to as their
proJection values can obviously be used for the initialization of the loop that still neeas
to be derived.
In essence we have reversed the oroef of the sequence at steps suggested oy
Dijkstra ( 3]. Aather than first determining the invariant P, and then aSSigning values
to variables to establish it to be true initially before the loop is entered, we take the
steps in reverseo'rder. That IS. valid Dounds are assignecno variables and then tnese
variable bindings are used to identify the invariant logical elements in the postconcjj-
tion. This achieves the same end result as Dijkstra's method - an invariant. and an
appropriate initialization to establish the initial truth of the invariant before loop entry.
However. there is usually a lot less invention required to establish ranges for variables
Which in any case should be already available if the postcondition is well-formed.
Those logical components of the postcondition that are not established by tne
variable binding to belong to the Invariant are identified as belonging to the deter-
mmate. They are true for specific valu.es of variables and constants associated with
the problem. The truth of the determinate. however. determines the truth of the
postcondition for some specific configuration at the state variables. There are two
states where the determinate is true. a non-iterative state corresponding to the smal-
lest problem that the mechanism can solve and the more general state that applies at
the termination oUhe Iterative process. It is important to analyse both of these states.
Choosing values of the given data that establish the truth of the determinate (assuming
variable binding has been previously applied) without Iteration allows us to determine
wnat we shall call the postcondition guard SR of the loop. This data sizing defines me
dimensions of the smallest valid problem for which the postcondition can be esta-
blished to be true. Accordingly. a corresponding guard must be applied to protect the
mechanism from data for which the postcondition is not defined.
The more general state in which the determinate is true can only apply after an
iterative process has terminated. Having identified the invariant and the determinate
the next step is to determine the structure of the loop bOdy.
2.2. Construction of the loop Body
The role of the loop body is clearly to take the state of the computation from that
of initialization to a state where the postcondition is satisfied. The suggestion for
developing the loop body made by Gries ( 4 ] is to construct it so that it decreases the
bound function while re-establishing the loop invariant While this is sound advice it
would be useful to provide more detailed and more speCific advice on such issues as
what structure the loop body should take. what components should make up that loop
body. and how they can be constructed.
The business ot problem-solving can invariably be made easier if it is possible to
break a problem down into a number of SUb-problems that can be considered one at a
time. In the present context we are looking for a systematiC procedure that will break
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me problem of developing the loop oOdy into a set of well-defined and more manage-
aOle sUO-problems. At the same time. what should always be an Important considera-
tIon in computing is the development of efficient solutions to proOlems.
In our search for such a systematic procedure we must pay more detailed atten-
tion to the nature and structure of the postcondition. With many problems that require
iterative solution there is often a whole spectrum ot given initial data configurations
mat must be taken through to the postcondition. Furthermore. some initial configura-
tions should reqUire considerably less effort than others to establish the postconoitton
(e.g. we may have a set of data to be sorted in which only a very small fraction of the
elements are out of order). We may ask at this stage what is the use of investigating
SUCh specialized initial configurations for the given data? As it turns out consideration
of such limiting special cases is often very useful in constructing mechanisms to sOlve
general problems. As a starting point for constructing the lOOp body it IS usetu)to
consider first valid configurations of the given data that should require the le(3st effort
to estaolish the postcondition. The corresponding weakest iterative mechanism cap.a-
ble of establishing the postcondlUonundersuch conditions will be referred to as me
tr"-mechanism associated with the loop.
The natureofthe·.TJ-mechanism and the role thatitcari play in thasoWti,on·bfa
prODlemOfcourse can vary considerably from prOblem to proDlem. There are. now-
ever. a numoer of important classes of ii-mechanism that are easy to recognize ana
apply.
As the iT-mechanism alone IS usually not capable of establishing the postconoi-
tlon directly for more general initial states (e.g. it may be required to sort random data)
it must frequently be accompanied by some other called th~ L>mechanlsm. The role of
the L\-mechanism. at each application. is to cnange the state of the computation into
a configuration where the ii-mechanism can again be applied. In some cases thiS
involved a straightforward initialization while in other instances deductive steps must
be applied.
It is important to understand the relationship of the n-meChanism with the
postcondition. In essence the "-mechanism corresponds to that mechanism wllich
cnanges the~ number of variables associated wIth the postcondition but still allows it
to decrease the bound function and hence make progress towards establishing the
postcondition. Whenever the ii-mechanism reaches a state where otner variables
must Oe changed to make further progress. the ii-mechanism terminates and the 8.-
mechanism must be appliec.l.
We will return to the application of these ideas after we have discussed how loop
guardS can be derived.
2.3. Derivation of the loop Guard
To derive the guard for a lOop characteristics of the loop body must be related to
the bound function in order to derive the most appropriate guard.
The characteristics of the loop body which we must take into account in deriving
loop guards can be embodied in what we shall call the iterative capacity 41 of the loop.
The maximum Iterative capacity of a Joop, ClImax is the maximum amount by which tne
elements of the loop body can decrease the bound function associated with the loop in a
Single iteration for the smallest general problem that reqUires iterative solution. Many
loops have a maximum iterative capacity qJm~x of 1. in which case tne whole process
of deriving the guard is straightforward. In Instances where the iterative capaCity is
greater tnan one considerable care should be taken in Choosing the guard for tne
loop.
A rule that can be Widely applied in deriving the guard for the loop is to simply set
up a relationship such that the bound function t for the loop is greater than or equal to
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tfle maximum iterative capacity QJmax of the loop i.e.
t l. qJmax'
The bound function can usually be derived directly from the invariant or determinate it
the postcondition is well-formed, In special cases where a loop contains only other
loops a different strategy for determining the loop guard must be used, These issues
will be discussed later.
There is an important difference between the present approach to determining
the loop guard and that of Dijkstra [ 3 ] wnere the guard is derived before ratner than
after the body of the loop has been determined. Incorporating information about tne
body of the loop in deriving the guard avoids the problem of loop overdesign. Loop
overoesign occurs when a loop is allowed to do more Iterations than are suffiCient to
solve the problem. When a guard allows this condition it is often necessary .to emplOY
aOditional guards within the loop to ensure maintenance of the invariant. We will come
back to the. problem of 100p>overdesign.IClter~ Whensp~cificproblems whicnexhibit.
tnischaracteristicare Considered. we can see how the methodology we have oiJtlJneo
canbe appliedin practice.
3. Sorno Small Examples
In this section we will illustrate how the methodology we have outlineo can De
applied to some well-known problems, In the first several examples the weakest itera-
tive mechanism solves the problem for all cases and consequently does not require
generalization.
Example 3.1 Integer Square Root Approximation
Given an integer n stablish the largest Integer "a" that is less than or equal to '?n, The
postcondition tor this problem can be written as:
A: cll..i a2 ..i n ( (a+1)2
It IS convenient to rewrite it as a set of con/unctions. I.e.
A: cil ..i a2 ~ a2 ..i n ~ n ( (a+ D 2
The only variabletn the postcondition is K a", The range tor this variable ra IS:
ra: ell .i a ..i n.
POssible prolectlon values are a = Q. and a = n. Choosing 0 as the prOjection value tor
"a" and substituting it into the postcondition yields:
In ..i a2 => true
a2 .i n => true
n«a+ 1)2 => true for n0 = Q. false tor n > Q
Aememberlng that the invariant P is that part of A established to be true by variable
binding using the projection values we get as the projected invariant
P: cil..i a2 ~ a2 ~ n
The remaining part of A constitutes the determinate 0 for the problem. We have
0: n <(a+1)2
A SUitable bound tunction tor the problem can be derived from the invariant. In thiS
case we have n l. a\u2\d and hence we can use
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The tasK at hand now is to construct a loop that will establish the truth of the deter-
minate while maintaining the truth of the invariant. Once the determinate IS true tne
postcondition will be established. We can attempt to make progress towardS estao-
lishing 0 by increasing "a" under the invariance of P. The loop body can theretore
consist of the assignment a ;= a+ 1 which must be applied in this case until the deter-
minate is true (Le. until n < (a+1)\u2\d). However, for consistency, rather than applying
the complement ot the determinate directly. we will use the ideas described in the last
section tor deriving guards. We nave
1: n - a2 1. ~ (from invariant>
"'max: .2a + 1
8: t 1. lflmax
B: n - a2 1.. 2a+ 1 on substitution
Notice that we have arrived at the same guard as by simply complementing the deter-
minate in thiS simple case. Our implementation therefore has the torm:
ao <a+1)2 <n -> a:= a+1 od
It is Interesting as an exercise to use the other possible projection value tor "a~ (i.e. a
= n). Substituting this value tor "a" into the postcondition R yields:
1iI ~ a2 =) true
n <la+1)2 => true
a2 ~ n =) true for n .i 1, false otherwIse
The projected invariant P is in this case is theretore
P: ~ ~ a2 f\ n < (a+1)2
The determinate 0 is
0: a2 ..i n
Following similar arguments to those used for the first 50lutlon. we get:
do a2 > n -> a:= a-1 od.
Example 3.2 Quotient Remainder Problem
Given integers x and d, establish the quotient q, and remainder r. resulting from
diVIsion Of x by d without using the division operator. Stated more formally, we can
express me postconaition R as
R: (x =q ,. d + r) 1\ (/b ~ r <d>
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Also given IS that x 1. Gl and d > Gl. The postcondition can be rewritten as:
R: (x = q It d + r) f\ ell ~ r {\ r <d
The free variables assOciated with the postcondition are rand q. The ranges tor these
two variables are:
q: (0 ~ q ~ x) note r =Gl and d = 1 gives q =x
r: (0 ~ r -i x)
There are tour possible combinations of projection values for the two variables.
Choosmg r =x and q =Gl as the projection values avoids any special compensation tor
d. Substituting these values for rand q into the postcondition R YieldS:
x =q 1Il a + r => true
o.i r => true
r <d => true for x <d. false for x 2. d.
The projected invariant P is in this case therefore:
P: (x =q It d + r) " (ell-i r)
The determinate D is
0: r <0
The determinate will be true directly provided x IS initially less than D. However. the
prOblem statement does not say anything about the relationship between the magni-
tude of x and of d and so our algorithm must be able to accommodate x 1. a.
Examining the invariant P we see that a suitable bound function follows directly trom
the conjunct (0..i r). That is we can use
t: r!. Q
The task that remains is to construct a mechanism that will establish the truth of tne
determinate 0 while maintaining the truth of tne Invariant P. Because division IS not
alloweo (from the problem definition) an iterative process is needed. The prOjection
values for rand q can be used to initialize the variables associated with the loop. The
role of the loop bOdy that we must construct in this instance is to establish the truth of
determinate by decreasing the bound function while keeping P true. This will inVOlve
decreaSing r. Reference to the invariant indicates that the only way to keep it true
wnile aecreasing r. IS to reduce r by multiples of d. For each change in r by a multiple
of a there will need to be an integral Change in q to keep P true after each iteration.
As our tentative loop structure we have at this stage:
r:= x. q := ell;
dO? ->
r := r - O. q := q + 1
00
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Our next task is to derive a suitable guard for the loop. Examining the loop body we
see that the maximum iterative capacity Wmax =d. We therefore have:




We can now write down the full details of the algorithm. For the implementation of the
various algorithms that will be presented we have used essentially Dijkstra's mini-
language [ 3 J with some extensions and variations that we have felt appropriate. Any
deviations from Dijkstra's language will be identified as they are encountered.
The quotient remainder implementation is as given below:
lp ell oS. x • dl <d ->
$Vr r.q : integer ->
r ;= x. q := ell;
$00 I" 1. d ->
r :=r-d. q;= q+l
$od;
$r: r <d => r. q
pi




parenthesizes a mechanism whose role is to establish a defined postcondition R. It is
not an iterative construct. It is like an if-construct but is more powerful because ot its
information hiding capability. The postcondition guard SA will only allow entry to the
mechanism when it is true (Le. in this case ell .i. x 1\ dl <d must be true).
By convention the only variables returned from the Ip ... pi construct are those speci-
fied in the $r: state. Variables specified in $r; state will only be bound and returned to
the external environment when the determinate guard BO is true. In general we have
$or: BO => <variable list to be returned>
In the example 80 takes the form r < d. Should the mechanism terminate In a statewhere the determinate guard is not true then the variables listed to be returned to the
external environment will remain unb~und. This condition can be used to signal a
situation where it defin/tely cannot be inferred that the mechanism has established the
defined postcondition. The same situation will apply'in cases where the postcondition
guard SR is initIally false.
All variables internal to the mechanism are defined internally in the $vr state. The
conventions used for Pascal for definition and typing are employed. The/teratlve
states of the mechanism used to establish the maior postcondition are parenthesised
by a $do .. $od construct. Minor loops included within the mechanism use the con-
ventional do .. ad notation. Where there is no preference for order of execution Of a
group of statements these statements are separated by commas rather than semi-
COlons provided there is no evaluation contention. (For example. the two statements r
:= r-d and q := q+ 1 can be safely executed concurrently,) Where there is a possibility
of contention the concurrent assignment operator used by Oijkstra ( 3) is adopted.
Concurrency is used throughout the paper as a tool to ensure that the invariant is
maintained at all times rather than Just In/tially, and after each iteration of a loop. We
consider this requirement to be a central prInciple of good loop design. Applicative
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consider this requirement to be a central principle of gooa loop aeslgn. Applicatlve
ianguages provide an alternative means for meetng this requirement.
Other aspects of this variant of Oijkstra's mini-language will be cefinea as mey
are encounterea in later problems.
Example 3.3 A Symmetric Binary Search
The binary search of an ordered array IS one of the most widely citea examples m
introductory computmg science texts. Unfortunately solutions to the prOblem are
rarely well formulated and well presented. We therefore felt at liberty to offer yet
another somewhat different solution which hopefully stands up a little better to some of
the criticisms we have himed at.
The key to developing a "good" implementation for the binary search IS in the for-
mulation of a well formed postcondition in the first instance. Before we can 00 thiS we
need a clear statement ot tne goal we are seeking. we •. are given an orderea array
a[l .. ndl] and a search value x and are required to establish whether or not a valUe
equal to x is present in the array. Our mechanism should return a Ooolean variable
found handle all cases including an empty array. It is possible that elements In the
array are not unique and x may be less than the first element or greater than the last
element in the array. Given these requirements we want a mechanism that maintains
a suitable invariant throughout.
The most natural reqUirements on how the mechanism should terminate are as
follows. If x is absent from the array our mechanism shOUld terminate having effec-
tively accounted for all possible locations in the array. In this case we should De able
to establish limits i. and n defining two array elements between which the value sought












In the otner case where x is present we agam want to account for all elements In tne
array. The limits in this instance can most appropriately point to the array location
where the value equal to x is located. Our algorithm. in this case. could terminate as





aliJ = x =afn]
Taking into account the requirements for termination and using Dijkstra's advice about
trying to formulate a postcondition that will permit generalization or weakening [0 an
earlier state further from the end result. we are led to the following postcondition:
A: (dl..i i ..i ndl) "lJp «1 ..i p ..5. I) => (a(pJ ..i x»
" (1 i n i n<ll+ 1) " IJq «n .i q .i ndl> => (a(qJ L x»
" «i = n "x =am " found) V (i+ 1 = n 1\ 1(ound»
The free variables associated with the postcondition are i. n and found. Their ranges
are:
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i: <lb ..i i ..i ncb)
n: (l ..i n..i ncb+1
found: (false. true)
We can choose j =cb. n := n<b+ 1 and found =false as the projection values. Substituting
these values for i. n. and found into the postcondition yields:
(o..i i ..i ncb) 1\ Vp «(1 ..i P ..i j) =) Carp] ..i x» =>true
n ..i n ~ ncb+ 1) 1\ Vq «n..i q ~ nlb) => (alq] 1.. x» =>true
(i=n " x=a[l] 1\ found) V (i+ l=n 1\ lfound) =) true for n=cb.
false for nell ) ell
The projected invariant P is In this case therefore:
P: cb,S. i 1\ i ,S. 0$" 1 ,S. nf<- n,S. nell + 1
" lip «1 ..i p ..if) => (alp] .i x» .
"Vq «n ..i q .i ncb) => (aEqJ ~ x»
The determinate has the form:
0: (i := n " x =am II found) V (i+ 1 = n 1\ Ifound)
The determinate is true directly tor ncb =ell. i.e. for the empty array case. However. tne
general problem requires that the mechanism will also handle cases where ncb > dl.
Note that when the projection values for i and n are substituted into the postcondition
tne antecedents of the two implications are both false. however. it follows from the
definition of implication that an implication is true under these conditions.
Examining the invariant and the determinate we see that a suitable bound func-
tion is
t: n-i~ell
The assignments i =cb and n = nell + 1 establish that in general x may occupy any ot the
positions in the range i+1 .. n-1 if it is present. Because the data set is ordered we
are tnerefore at liberty to examine the average value of the range still to be considered
i.e.
m := «i+ 1) + (n-1» div 2
Which simplifies to
m := (i+n) div 2
There are clearly three possible outcomes for each location examined.
(j) aim] < x : In this case we can safely assign i := m which will maintain the
invariant. decrease the bound function. and hence make progress towards
establishing the truth of the determinate.
(ll) a(m]) x : Here the assignment n := m can be safely made as It maintains
the invariant and decreases the bound function.
(iii) ~(m] =x : In this situation it is possible to make the assignments I ;= m and
n := m. These assignments will maIntain the invariant. decrease the bound
function and presumably set up conditions tor termination.
As all possibilities have been considered. we can now specify the Initialization and the
loop body.
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As all possibilities have been considered. we can now specify the Initialization and tne
lOOP bOOy.
i:= 41. n := ndl+1;
do ? -)
m := (;+n) div 2;
if aCm) <x -) i := m
[J aCm] ) x -) n := m
[J aCm) = x -) i := m. n := m
fi
Oel
The tasl< remaining is to derive a suitable loop guarel. To do tnls we must oetermll1e
tne maximum iterative capacity for the smallest problem that requires iterative solution
by tne loop body.
The smallest general problem that requ.lres iteratIve so/utlon IS mat tor ndl = ). In thl$
case if me value sought x were present then the bouno function would be reauceO by
2. hence Wmax = 2. We therefore have:
t: n-i 1:.. 41
Wmax: 2
8: t 1:.. "'max
8: n-I 1.. 2 ~ i+ 1 <n
The aetai/ed imp'ementation can now take the form:
lp 41 ..5. ncb -)
$vr i. m. n : integer; found:boolean -)
i := ell. n := ndl+ 1;
$do 1+1 <n -)
m := (i+O) div 2;
if arm) <x -) i := m
[) aCm] ) x -) n := m
_ [) aCm] = x -) 1:= m. n := m
fi
$od;
$r: 41 .i n-l.i 1 =) found := (i=n)
pi
In tnlS example it is only possible to establish the truth Of the determinate after tne
lOOp nas terminated.
Several comments are in order about this binary searcn derivation ana imple-
mentation. The postcondition on which the derivation of the algorithm is baseo IS quite
different from those usually used. It possesses a basic symmetry whiCh is reflecteo 111
the final implementation. The use of quantified implications has avoided the neeo to
talk in terms of +90amd -fO when dealing with x values that may be out of bounOs witn
respect to the given array values (c.t. other derivations C 4.7 n. Furthermore. out-of-
bounos cases 00 not require any special treatment. A number of other solutions have
to treat tne empty array (Le. ncb =$) as a speCial case. The reason for tnis follows
trom the degeneracy of the postconditions that are usually employed. An often-useo
postcondition is built around:
J- i : am ..5. x <a[i+l)
The problem with this is that at termination of the lOOP no distinction IS made between
a(iJ =x and am <x <a[i+ 11. Hence an additional test of the form:
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founa ;= (aCiJ =x)
is needed. This has two disadvantages. it must be guarded to avoid an out-ot-bounas
array reference when an empty array is encounterea. and secondly one more data
element comparison is applied than is necessary to salve the problem (in fact tne
same comparison is applied twice).
The termination mechanism for the symmetriC binary searCh does not allow termma-
tion in a degenerate state. A simpler test can therefore be applied to estaolisn rne
presence or absence of x.
Another interesting attribute of the algorithm is that it stops as soon as the first value
equal to x is encountered. It accomplishes this in a natural way without having to
resort to tne use ot flags and an additional boolean test in the loop guard.
Removing the assignment for m and replacing it by. HI teads dlrectly to an
oraered linear search algorithm for which the samepostcondftion is appropriate. Note
mat me variable m is not essential. It is also interesting to note· that an analogous
postcondition to that employed for the binary searCh could have been constructea for
the square root problem discussed earHer.
No apology is made to those who may suggest that the present algorithm is "less effi-
cient" than other alternatives when executed on a sequential computer.
4. On Loop Guards and Termination
In the preceding discussion on the binary searCh the remark was made about a
Simple change that could be used to convert the binary search algorithm into a linear
oraered searCh algorithm satistyingthe same postcondition. The interesting thing
about the "converted" linear search is the way termination is brought about when x is
present - tnat is by changing the least upper bound n,
There is. however. at stake here a much more fundamental issue which can be
seen by considering a related problem. that of searChing an unordered array a(1 .. n4l}
for some value x with the requirement that the algorithm should terminate as soon as x
is found if it is present. Our mechanism should return a boolean variable found that IS
true if x is present and false otherwise. The mechanism should handle ali cases
including the empty array.
A suitable postcondition is:
R: (0.i ; .i n$) /\ "'pO ..i P .i j) => afpl t x
f\ (, :: n> f\. «n <n0 /\ x =a(n+ 1] 1\ found)
V (n = nell f\ l(ouno) ,
The free vanables associated with the postcondition are i. nand founa. Their ranges
are:
I: (Q .i i .i nell)
n: <41 ...s. n ...s. ncD)
found: (false. true)
The rOle of I 15 as the greatest known lower bound on the segment Of rne array not
contaming x and the role of n is as the least known upper bound of the segment of tne
array not containing x. From the ranges tor the free variables we can Choose i = en. n =
nli). and found = false as the projection values. SUbstituting these values for I, n. ana
found into tne postcondition yields:
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(ell ..i i ..i nm) 1\ 'tip (1 ..i P ..i j) => a(pJ :f X => true
(j =nJ 1\ «n <nm 1\ x =a(n+ 1] !\ found) V (n ::: nm 1\ lfoUnd»
=> true for nm =m. false for n~ > Q
The prOjected invariant P and determinate 0 are therefore as given Oelow:
P: (0..i i ..i nell) " Vip (1 ..i P ..i j) =} aCpl :f x
0: (i = n) 1\ «n <nm "x =a[n+ 1J /\ found)
V (n = nm 1\ lfound)
Examining the invariant and the determinate we see that a suitable bound function IS
t: n-ILQ
The prorection values for i and n estaOlishthat if present. x may occupy any of me
array positions in the range 1 to n. The task at hand is to examine the segment of tne
array wnere it is possible tor x to be located. As the data is not ordered a linear
search of the array by advancing i under the invariance of P is appropriate.
There are two possible outcomes for each location examined:
(j) a[l+ 1] :t x ; is true in which case we can safely advance i oy one under tne
invariance of P. while decreasing the bound function and hence making progress
towardS establishing the truth of D.
(ii) 8[1+ 1] = x : In this situation it is not possible to advance i under the IOvarlance of
P. However. it is possible to decrease n. the least known upper Oound tor seg-
ment not containing x. This decrease in n. decreases tne bound function and at .
the same time sets up conditions for terminating the loop.
As all possibilities have been considered we can now specify the initialization and tne
loop body:
i := ell. n := nell
oo? ->
if a(I+11:f x -) 1:= 1+1




Considering the smallest problem that requires iterative solution
cover tnat Wmax = 1. Therefore to derive the guard we nave:
t n-Il.~
Wmax: 1
B: t> W- max
B: n-i 1. 1 '!>
The detailed impiementation can theretore take the form:
(i.e. nli) =: 1) we ois-
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Ip G..i nil> ->
$vr Ln:;nteger ->
i:= G. n := ncD:
$do 1< n->
if afi+1J :# x ->; ;= ;+1
oaCi+ 1] = )( -> n := j
fi
$00;
$r: I = n => found := n <nctl
pi
We have oeliberately chosen "j < n" as our guard in preference to "i :f. n" as we are of
the conviction that the role of the guard is to protect the mechanism -"j:f. n" does not
fulfill this role.
There are two ways in which tnelOOp can terminate. The fir$tinvOive$<~j·
increasing stepwise until it reaches the value n. We refer to this mode of termInation
as natural termination. In. the other case. when x is present. termination is brought
aoout oy reducing the upper oound n. We (afer 10 this as forced termination. We
reject the idea of using the assignment i := n as an alternative means of bringing
about forced termination because at its impact on the loop invariant.
It is useful to introduce some additional terminology at this point. A loop that
aomits torced termination as well as natura' termination is said to terminate In an
unresolved state. Almost always it is necessary to resolve the terminatIon state of
SUCh mechanisms. We would suggest as a principle of good programming style that
this resolution should take place after the loop has terminated rather than in the lOOp
body. This conforms to what we shall call the law of separation 0; concerns which
states tnat "any condition or mechanism that can obtain only in a single iteration 0; a
10opShould be separated from the loop body".
The aovantage of consistently applying this prinCiple is that it often Cleans up ana sIm-
plifies the structure of loop bodjes. In addition. it gathers together mechanisms that
naturally belong in the post-termination state. The idea of keeping loop bodies as
simple as possible is important because they are conceptually more difficult to analyze
and understand than non-iterative components.
There is also an important class of problems where the complementary situation
applies, that is a component of the loop body apparently needs to be executeo 10 aU
but the last iteration of a lOOp. A methodology for handling problems of this type IS
Oiscusseo in sections 5.3 and 5.4.
Returning to our solution to the lihear search problem and its relationship to
other SOlutions traditionally offered tor this problem raises several Important Issues
about programming style. The two traditional solutions we will give are based on the
Oiscussion by Feuer ~nd Gehanl [ 8 l. (We have ignored solutions tnat employ sen-
tinels tor obvious reasonsJ




found := false; i := 1;
while (I ..i n) and (not found) do
begin
found := am = x:
i := i+1
ena:
jf found then i := ;-1
(ii)
j := 1:
dO (i ..i n) <cand (am '# x) -) j := i+ 1 00;
found := i ..i n
ConSidering solution (j) first. we see tnat the aim of the program seems to De to
terminate with i :: n i1 the value sought x is present in the array. ThIS is only achlevea
as an aftertnought by some variable patcnmgonce the loop nas terminated. When we
come to look for a meamngful invariant tor this lOOp we run into a real headache. We
mlghtfnltially be hopeful that part <otthe invariant will be thatafl .. i-lJdoes nOleon-
taln x. But alas. nothing as straightforward as this is possible. The clumSiness of tnlS
solution is attributed to Pascal's lack of conditional logical operators <in tnls case
cand). it is therefore suggested that the second implementatIOn which uses a coneJi-
t'onal and (Le. cand) is a Kbetter program M and so the use of conditional logical opera....:
tors In guards is to be inferred as a gOOd programming practice.
We would suggest that both solutions to the problem are built on poor formUla-
tions. and that they violate what we would consider to be several important principles
of loop design. To uphold the spirit of structured programming we should strive to
develop lOOps that have a single point of entry and exit. We would suggest that a
guard consisting of a single condition conforms more closely to this ideal than one
made up of the conjunction or disjunction of several conditions.
The use of conditional logical operators (which are not implemented m all
languages (e.g. Pascal) has an unnecessary destructunng influence. For example. In
the linear searCh-(example (iD in Dijkstra's minHanguage) forCing the condition am '#
x onto the same level as the test i ..i n destroys some of the natural structure of tne
SOlution oecause am "" )( can only be applied after it is established that the index test
is true.
Another point aOout programming style that this example Drings out relates to rne
storage of the n array elements in a(~..n-1J rather than the more conventional storage
of the n elements in a(1..nJ. For this (ii) would have the following form:
(il')
i:= ~
dO i '# n cand (am '# x) -) i := i+ lad:
found := i (n
While in practice both formulations are perfectly valid. the former IS an unneces-
sary complication which causes some confusion oecause of the way "j- is given its two
roles. It must act firstly as a counter for the number of array elements processea and
secondly as an array index. Using the convention a(~..n-l] the two rOles are need-
lessly out of step by one. After one iteration it would seem more natural for the first
element an] to have been processed and i to reflect a count of 1. Our implementatIon
uses a(j+ 1] to accomplish this in a straightforward manner. The -+ 1" allows tne
meChanism to -peak-ahead" and then make the necessary adjustments to maintam
the invariant. The other mechanism (ii') must also achieve lookahead. It does this oy
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havrng the index. of the array (after eacn iteration) always pOinting at the next element
to De processed rather than at the element that has just been processea. On termina-
tion "i" may pOint beyond the valid array indices (Le. since a(nJ is not defined). These
Characteristics make the a(lb..n-l] scheme semantically clumsy.
Several other comments are in order. in the light of the proposed alternatIve
methodology tor constructing lOOps. One of the cornerstones of th.s methodology IS
me requirement that the guard for a loop should be intimately related to the bound
function and to the iterative capacity. In contrast tests like am '1 x and (not tound) used
in (i) and (ji) bear no direct relationship to the bound function. AlsO. in the interests of
provrng termination. we would suggest that such tests should be excluded trom ioop
guardS.
Further weight is added to this suggestion if we re-examine hOW our original
linear search algorithm was derived. Projection of the invariant trom the postcondition
Clearly established that a(pl i: x belonged to the invariant. rather than the guard.
Thankfully our methodOlogy conforms to what might be considere.d as godd progtam-
mmgpraetice.
Yet another way to thinkabouf this problem is to consider that guardS should be
defined for complete domains whereas conditiOns thethavethepotentiai to force early
termination are subordinate and therefore belong in the body ot the loop. Applying
these ideas our integer square root algorithm can take a torm analogous to the linear
searCh Le.
a := Q. n := nQ:
do a <n -)
if (a+1}2 < nQ~ a := a+1
o(a+1}2;- nQ -) n := a
ti
00
AS we shall see in many of the examples to be discussed the method of termina-
tion we have proposed has wide application. An explanation why it has not been wideiy
used in the past is prObably due to the influence of languages like Fortran whiCh have
reqUired a fixed upper limit on loops.
The same principles can be applied to other data structures. for example. con-
sider the three implementations in a Pascal-like language which searCh tor some ele-
ment x.
(I) Array
i := Q. n := n.:>:
dO .1' n -)
if a[i+1] l' x -) I := .+1
(J a(j+ 1] = x -) n := i
ti
Od;




I ;= eoln (input). n :=nen:
dO i '" n-)
if input t '# x -) get <input). i := eoln (input)
oinput t = x -> n := i
fi
00:
found := n '" ncb
(iii) List
ndl ;= nil:
i ;= listhead. n ;= nen:
dO i '" n-)
jf i Linto'" x -)1 ;= i ~ .link
oit .info = x -> n:=i
fi
ao:
found ;= n '" nen
In tnese examples we see now exactly the same control structure IS used tor all
tnree Implementations. There are obviously a numoer of advantages In uSing
representation-jndependent control structures.
It IS equally possible to apply the same techniques for tile operations with
languages like Cobol which do not have the same lookahead facilities as have oeen
employeO here.
From a methodological standpoint It makes a lot of sense, In appropriate applica-
tIons, to develop solutions as if we were dealing with arrays of data. This makes it
easier to define bound functions and prove termination. The type Changes and tne
drawing of correspondences among such constructs as a[i+ 11. inpun ana i Linto etc.
IS essentially a mechanical process. From a pedagogical viewpoint there are alSo
advantages in -that relatively detailed solutions to problems can oe presentea whicn
are essentially transparent to the data representation.
Of course some will argue that we have made the list ana file processing more
complicated than need be by introducing more variables than are necessary to sOlve
the prooiem. Before rejecting our proposal out-of-hand as just a programming triCk.
we would urge the reader to consider carefully the deeper implications that it may
have for developing programs.
In the sections which follow we will frequently use and build on the techniques
Which we have described in this section. On a number of occasions we will deal with
proolems which are traditionally list or tile oriented. In the light of the present discus-
sIon we will usually deal with these problems using arrays. However. they should be
seen as general solutions with control structures which can convenientlY accommo-
aate other data representations.
5. Inductive Refinement and loop Construction
-Beauty is the first test - there is no permanent place in computing
for ugly programs"
(with apOlogies to G.H. Hardy)
In the examples we have COnsidered thus far the relationships among the bound
functions. invariants and loop bodies have been clear-cut. As we move to slightly
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more complicatea problems it is useful to apply a more powerful constructive metho-
aology. The gUiding principle that is widely accepted by program aesigners for aeal-
ing with non-trivial problems is top-down design or stepwise refinement. This strategy
is essentially a deductive one. in that the underlying constructive principle involves
making transitions from the general to the specific.
As a method for breaking aown problems into intellectually manageable com-
ponents. top-aown aesign is admirable. We would. however. suggest mat tor many
prOblems. once this level of description has been reached. top-down aesign often fails
to provIde the constructive insight that we might hope tor from such a aesign strategy.
In such circumstances it is often more appropriate and more natural to apply what we
shall aescrlbe as inductive stepwise refinement. The point in the program aevelop-
ment process where it is most appropriate to apply inductive refinement IS where we
have a aetailed and well-formed postcondition for an explicit task or sUO-task. When
inductive refinement is introduced under these conditions it can be directly relatea to
details of the postconditIon. At the sametfme it is often possible to effeclivelyapply
inauctive refinement without having formally and explicitly defined the postcond.ltion In
terms of predicates etc.
The gUiaing constructive principle employed by inductive refinement is to start on
tne development of a solution to a prOblem by identification of the assocIated ii-
meChanism. Repeating our earlier definition the ii-mechanism is the weakest iterative
meChanism capable of establishing the postcondition. Having identified the ii-
meChanism inductive stepwise refinement can then proceed by a sequence of gen-
eralizations until the mechanism has been refined to the stage where we nave an
implementation for the general prOblem that we originally set out to solve.
At first sight it may appear that what we are advocating is a traditional bottom-up
approach to program design. As succinctly pointed out by Turski [ 9 L bottom-up
aesign as traditionally employed is useful for creating software tools but is not gen-
erally regarded as a -problem-directed- programming methodology. In contrast to
this, inductive refinement. because of its explicit relationship with the postconCJitlon IS
a strongly problem-directed methodology. This relationship with the postconaitlon
gIves the method much more power and direction than traditional bottom-up aesign.
We would see the role of inductive refinement as one of complementing tne top-aown
development in the process of program design.
POlya in his classic works on Mathematical problem-solving ( 10 1gives an excel-
lent account of the imponance and constructive role of induction (as (listinct tram
matnematlcal induction) in the solution of prOblems. Just as the outcome of a
mathematIcian's creative work is demonstrative reasoning. so. too. shoulO be a fin-
ished program. tor such reasoning provides a means of securing (as opposea to
creatIng> knowledge in a science. The computing science 'iterature Clearly reflects
this bias. Computing scientists should. however, not neglect knowledge concerned
with the construction of programs. Effons in this direction have unfonunately placea
very little emphasis on the possible use of inauchon,
In general. to effectively apply induction in the solution of a problem the chOIce of
an appropriate or relevant starting point is crucial. We would suggest that in emplOY-
ing tnductlon in program aevelopment tne ij-mechanlsm can often fulfill the role of an
appropriate starting point. We will not continue to argue funher In favour of the role ot
induction in program development. The reader is invited to consider the examples
which follow and make his or her own conjectures about its value.
Betore we can come to grips with the application of the inductive refinement
methOdOlogy we must re-examjne the underlying nature of the iterative process ana
then see tne implications that this has for our present circumstances. The baSIC






The rOle ot the initialization is twofold. Firstly to provide a solution to the smallest
problem (non-iterative) that the mechanism is designed to handle. Secondly. It must
provide the setup for problems that require iterative solution.
When it is necessary to deal with more complex loop structures. wnere we have
an iteratIve process (Le. another lOOp) embedded inside a loop we need to re-examine
what is the most appropriate initialization tor both the inner and the outer lOOps.
rememt:>ering that all loops require some form of initialization. Working to this baSIC
loop design principle one fairly obvious structure for problems where we have a lOOp
Within a lOOp is;







What we neea to recognize is that the outer lOOp has the obvious rOle of applying an
iteratIVe process (i.e. the inner loop and its initialization) repeatedly. We can regard
the initialization for the outerloop as a ·Static initialization" because it is only appliea
once Whereas the initialization for the inner loop is a "dynamic initialization· in that it
can be applied repeatedly. The relationship between the static and dynamiC initializa-
tlons can have an important influence on the composition of the loops. We will also
see hOW this relationship can be used to help characterize and categorize loop struc...,
tures into different classes.
5.1. Static Initialization
Probably me simplest nested loop structures are those that effectively reqUIre
only a static initialization for the inner loop. We will now consider an example from this
class because it gives a simple demonstration of how a ii-mechanism can be useo to
help solve a prOblem. The example also lIIu$trates how the ideas for early termination
of loops can be exploited.
Example 5.1 Searching a two-dimensional array
This problem involves searChing a two dimensional array an .. mcb. 1 .. ncb] for
some value x. If x is present in the array the mechanism should return indices that
can be used to identify the row and column where x was located. A boolean variabie
found should also be established and set to true jf x is present. ana set to false otner-
wIse. The algorithm should terminate as soon as x is found if it is present. Given
these requirements we may propose the following postcondition as suitable for use in
oeveloping the searching algorithm.
R: Cd>.s. j .s. md» " (d> .s. j .s. no) " Vp.q
(1 .s. p .s. j) f\ (1 .s. q .s. j) => aCp. ql 't X " (i = m) 1\ (j = n)
" «m < md> 1\ x =a [m+ 1. n mod nd>+ 1] " found) V
(m = mill /\ 'Jfound»
In the postcondition m is the greatest known lower bound for the complere rows not
containing x and n is the least known upper bound for columns not containing x
corresponding to an assigned row value.
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The ranges associated with the variables in Rare:
i: (cD..i i ..i m$) j: (Q..i j ..i nQ) m: (Gl..i m ..i mcD) n: (4)..i n ..i n4»
We can choose as prOjection values for these variables I = Q. J = Q. m = m4) and n = nQ.
Projecting the invariant P and determinate 0 from the postcondition R we get:
P: (Q..i j ..i mQ) ". (Q..i J ..i ncD) 1\ 't,J p.q
(1 ..i P..i j) 1\ <l ..i q ..i P=> alp. ql ~ x
0: I = m I\. j = n f\ «m <mlb/\ x = a[m+ 1. n mod nlb+ 1] 1\ found)
V (m = rncll f\ 1 found)
A possible bouna function would be
t: m-I+n-jllb
Our tasK now is to develop a loop that will decrease the bound functIon with eacn
iteration. Applying theindl.lctiverefin~rnentmethodology we are looking tor In the f·irst
instance. me weakest rterativ8 meChanism capable of establishing the postconclition R.
To make progress towards establishing R we have four options. decreaSing m. ana n
or increaSing i and j.. The weakest possible mechanism is one that will only neea to
Change (me of these fOur variables. For example arnechanism that changea Just the j
index (except possibly on termination) and which could terminate on finding x would
qualify as the ii-mechanism. It processes a single row of the array.
j:= ~. i:= 4);
do J <n =>
if a(i+ 1.j+11 ~ x -> j:= j+1
lJ aCi+l.j+lJ = x -> n:= i
fi
od
ThiS loop can terminate in only one of two ways. with x found and the least known
upper bound for the segment not containing x redefined. or with it established that x IS
not in the specified row.
The meChanism we nave described is only sufficient to process a single row at a
two aimensional array. To solve our original problem our meChanism must De gen-
eralized so that it can handle a two dimensional array with more tnan one row. Unaer
mese conditions. to make further process towards termmation it will De necessary to
cnange another variable i. (ie the row variable). Each row can De processea In
essentially the same manner and so the generalization to the processing of mlb rows IS
stralghtforwara. All that is needea is to apply the single row mecnanlsm repeatealy
until either x is found or it has been established that )( is not present in all rows. At the
POint where it is established that x is present. using our original mechanism it is impli-
cit that the least upper bound on the number of complete rows not containing x IS
reaefined. This step must be included explicitly (ie by m := j) when our mechanism IS
generalized to handle more than one row. This assignment also has the effect at ter-
minating the row searChing as soon as x is found. We are therefore led to the follow-
ing implementation.
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j:=dl. n ;= nO;
dO j <n -)
if a(;+1. j+1] '¢ x -) j:= j+1





$r: m~··mell • n ~ nell => found:= m <rncll
In nandling termination tor this problem we have applied the principles that were out-
lined in the previous section for cleanly terminating lOops.
It is interesting to compare the above solution to the problem with the SOlution
given by Gries «( 4 J pp 183-184). Our mechanism has the same underlying structure
as tne mechanism we used to solve the corresponding one dimensional problem. This
is somewnat reassuring. Gries' algorithm uses only a single loop to SOlve me prOb-
lem. It could be argued that this amounts to a superior simplification of me problem
over our nested-loop solution. On the other hand it can be argued with equally as
mucn weight that tne problem is two-dimensional and therefore naturaliy suppons a
nestea- loop implementation. The guard used by Gries has the form
8: i '1 m cand x ~ a(Ljl
In contrast. our metnod of projecting the invanant from the post condition naturally
relegates the test involving x to the lOOp body. Gries' implementation relies explicitly
on tne use of the cand operator in the guard. Hence his solution is probably more
language dependent than is desirable. We would suggest that tne logical components
of a guard should. if at all possible. have a direct relationship wIth the bound function.
X 'I- aCi. j]. cenainly does not have this propeny.
In summary. tnis problem which in essence is relatively simple. causes most
adherents of structured programming considerable discomton particularly if they are
unWilling to reson to either cands. breaks or gotos. We would suggest that our SOlU-
tIOn conforms naturally to structured programming principles.
5.2. Inductive Initialization
We will now move onto a set of examples that employ a Simple form of aynamic
initialization for the inner loop.
Example 5.2 The Inventory Report Problem
The inventory report problem is a weil-known programming problem. In present-
ing tne problem we have stripped away most of the extraneous detail so that we can
concentrate on tne methodological issues that the problem raises. Stated in its sim-
plified form we are given two arrays of length nell. The first array is a proaucHdentifier
array wnich contains a set of incoming and outgoing transactions for various prOducts.
ordered by their prOduct identifier. The elements in the second array form a one-to-
one correspondence with the elements in the first array. The elements stored in tillS
array are positive or negative quantities each representing a panlcular transaction tor
the corresponding product in the first array.
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SChematically the data may be represented as:
product 9 1 g 1 g 1 g2 9293g3....
transaction -7 +2 +6 +2 +9-9-6....
The task at hand is. given the information about transactions. to produce a report of
the net quantity of each product currently held in stock.
Sets can be used to give the simplest description of the postcondition. We have
k
G = U Gi with 01 n OJ = ell for all i t j
Ti =1.:tg
g€G~
Here G represents the union of all products and tg is a transaction for product Gs. With
these definitions our postcondition takes the form
R: (O} f J.k) I\vpni p ..s.O ==) (jp=gIGrg " (i=1<)
Our formulation of the problem has hidden theexplicH count of the total number of
transactions ndl that need. to be processed. This will obviouslyneed to be accommo-
dated in our implementation, Projecting the invariant and the determinate from the
postcondition using i = dl we get:
P: (cb < i) f\ (j < k> f\ vp (1 < p < i) =) T =:E tg
- - - - P gEGp
0; i =k
In general the data may consist of one or more prOducts ana for each product
there may be one or more transactions. In the first instance we are lOOking for the
weakest iterative mechanism capable of establishing tne postcondition. It is possible
tnat we may have to deal with only one product for which there may be more than one
transaction. A mechanism to solve this problem would correspond to the Ti-
mecnanism for the general problem.
In formulating the if-mechanism to total the transactions for a particular produCl
it is implicit that all the transactions are for that product. Therefore to De strictly
correct in formulating our IT-mechanism, we should include a check to ensure that
~ransactions for only one prOduct are being processed. Termination should take place
if it is found that there are transactions for other than the particular product bemg pro-
cessed. Our IT-mechanism can therefore take the form
) ;= 1. n := nlD;
T := t[jl;
00 j <n -)
if gej] = gej+ll -) j, T:= )+1. T+tCj+1l




Notice that this loop will total all transactions for a single product. 'f another proaucl
IS encountered the algorithm imme"diately terminates.
As was stated earlier for the general case we will neea to be able to handle more
than one product. By applying the process that will handle a single prOduct iteratively
over all proaucts. we will achieve the generalization necessary to solve our original
prOblem. This generalization is relatively straightforward. With each iteration our
refined mechanism we will require that another product has been processed.
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Our tinal algorithm can therefore take the torm:





j. T:= j+l. tfj+1L
do J <n ->
it g[j] = g[j+l] -} j. T := j+l, T+t£j+l]




$r: j = ndl => true
pi
In making the generalization to deal with more than one proouct the only change
necessary was to ensure that the initialization for the product-processing loop was
made dynamic by introducing the assignment j := j+1 in place of j := 1. Solutions to
this problem have been discussed at length in a recent review of programming metho-
dologies given by Bergland [ 11 1. Essentially the same problem has also been dis-
cusseo by Jackson £ 5 1. Bergland, who describes the problem as the "McDonald's
problem" gives two solutions of interest one that was derived using Jackson's metho-
oology and a second solution that was derived using Dijkstra's methodology. The
Jackson-style solution which reads the data from a file with a Cobol-type read has the
following form:
read (g2,t);
do while (not eof)
T := cb;_
g 1 := g2;






Our present algorithm is superficially quite close to Jackson's and Bergland's
sOlUtions, however the difference which exists raises what we consider are several
important methodological issues of loop construction. The difference occurs in the
way the initialization is handied for the loop that does the processing of all the tran-
sactions for a given product. We take the view stated earlier that the initialization for a
loop should account for the smallest defined problem that the loop is required to solve -
in this case that of dealing with a single transaction for a particular product. Neither
the Jackson nor the Bergland solutions conform to this Ideal for initialization. As a
result their loops are always forced to execute at least once with the consequence that
the tests (g 1 =g2) and (not eot) are executed needlessly once tor each iteration of the
outer lOOp.
A second fundamental issue that the differences in implementation raises relates
to me progress that the outer lOOP is seen to make with each iteration. This progress
tor Jackson and Bergland's solutions (ie the reading of the next transaction from the
file) is hidden within the inner loop. We consider this to be a poor oesign principie as
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It maKes progress towaras termination of the outer lOOp totally dependent on me mner
lOOp. This makes proving termination ot the outer lOop more complicatea than IS
necessary.
It should be stressed that the issues that we have raised with thiS problem are not
artefacts of the fact that we have worked with arrays rather than tiles that require either
Pascal-like or CoboHike read operations, Our implementation can be converted to
either of the file solutions by straightforward application of the techniques aescribed 10
the preceding section.
Bergland [ 11 J suggests that this problem illustrates two Important aavantages of
JaCKson's methodOlogy. The first advantage is that the metnoaology Ylelas a SOlution
"that seems to moae! the problem best". The need to iterate over all transactions for a
proauct ana then over all products Would seem to naturally suggest a structure con-
slstmg of two lOOpS. While we are in agreement with the observation about the natural
structure of tne problem we would suggest that the solution obtained by mouctlve
refinement arrives at the same goal for a deeper reason. What weare Claiming is that
the inauctive refinement methOdology should, it correctly appljed. yietasolutlons that
naturally follow the inherent data structure in the problem. This shOuld fotlow because
tne underpinning constructtve principle beingappliedalwaysatlemptstoestaOlish tlie
postcoMition by changing the least number of variables. SUbsequent generalizations
reqUired also apply the same principle. We will attempt to demonstrate In subsequent
examples that the scope for application of these prinCiples appears to be considerably
wlaer than a methodology that is tied to data structuring.
The second advantage of Jackson's methodology noted by Bergland is tnat N peo-
pie are more likely to derive the preferred solution using data structure design than oy
any of the other methods". We are not prepared to argue one way or another whether
tnis IS true. We would. however, suggest from somewhat limited experience, tnat
inauctive refinement has at least as much potential as Jackson's methodology tor
consistent application. This follows from the fact that the weakest iterative mechanism
tor establishing the postcondition is usually well - defined. SUbsequent generaliza-
tions should also follow consistently.
As a second point of reference it Is worthwhile making a tew brief comments
about the solution quoted by Bergland that was derived using Dijkstra's metnodology.
This solution uses a single loop to solve the problem and consequently does not mal<8
expliCIt the two modes of Iteration Le. iteration over transactions tor a product and
iterations over products. It has the form:
m 1. i, c1 := 1. lb. lb;
do ml :f. m-)
if f(m 1] =f[m 1+ 1] -) c 1 ;= cl+Q[m 11




In one sense this solution is ·simplerN than any ot the previous solutions but we WOuld
suggest that the simplicity has been gained only at the expense of a more complicated
invariant. introduction of a sentinel, and a destruction of the natural structure ot tne
problem,
We would suggest that this mechanism "lags one step behind" which makes it more
difficult to characterize c 1 with an invariant properly. Our other criticism is that tne
algorithm relies on the use of a sentinel to handle termination. a practice which we
WOUld consider should be avoided.
ek
P = z{)(• • • k 1-'
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As a final contrast between inductive refinement and Dijkstra's methodology we would
suggest that the present example illustrates that inductive refinement is not neces-
sarily 50 heavily dependent on having a precise mathematical formulation of the
postcondition. This suggestion is not intended to imply that it is unnecessary to estaO-
lish a precise mathematical formulation of the postcondition. To the contrary. we
would claim that the more preCisely the postcondition is formulated the more explicit IS
rne guidance that inductive refinement can give in the constructive development of
algorithms.
Example 5.3 Prime Factorization
The problem of prime factorization illustrates several useful points about lOOP
construction. The problem has been discussed in some detail by Alagic and Arbib [ 12
1. In discussing the problem we will attempt to formulate the algorithm so that it meets
their requirements as we subsequently wish to make a comparison with their imple-
mentatiOn. This involves explicitly saving an array 01 all factors including multiple
occurrences. It nas been assumed that a source of all ordered primes IS availat>le In
an array.. In our solution we wiil assume mat there is a function available. callao
nextprime. which returns the next prime when given the current prime, ThiS function 15
to be initialized by giving it the starting value 1. A precisely formulated postconaitlon
for this problem is rather unwieldy. We will give a somewhat simplified version ot R.
Given the integer zeD to be factored. the ordered primes Pl' P2.... Px' and the
corresponding exponents e 1, e2.... ek which are all greater than or equal to zero. we
can write our postcondition as
. . el e2
R: n ~z~zdl) "A z,Pl • P2
"'olq (1 ~ q ~ j) z mod Pq "1' ~ I\z=l 1\i=k
At this stage we could go ahead and prOject out the Invariant and aetermmant
ana proceea as we have done prevIously. Instead we will attempt to shOW hOW inauc-
tlve refinement can be applied to develop tne algorithm without having to rely on a
precise formulatLon of the postcondition.
It we are to proceed along these lines we must first ask the question. what IS the weak-
est iterative meChanism that could solve the prOblem? This WOUld ObVIOUSly
correspond to the situation where the integer zeD is equal to a single prime (in me sim-
plest case the first prime) raised to some power. To solve this prOblem we will need to
reauce the number to be factored by repeated diviSion by p until p will no longer aiviae
IOtO the quotient. Our ii-mechanism can therefore take the form:
z ;= Zeb. P ;= 1. i ;= dl;
p := nextprime<p);
ao z mod p =cb ->
i. Z. f(i+ 1] := i+ 1. z div p. P
Od
If our meChanism is to handle the case where zcb may contain more than one prime
factor we will need to generalize the mechanism so that other prime factors can De
tried. To do this. all we will need to do is apply our ii-mechanism iteratively. ThIS
brings us to the problem ot deciding under what conditions shOUld our more general
mechanism terminate. ObViously our mechanism can only be applied while the primes
being considered as factors are less than or equal to z.
We can therefore propose as our prime factorization algorithm the follOWing imple-
mentatIOn:
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z ;= .D. P ;= 1. I ;= ell'
00 z L'P->
P := nextprime(p);
dO z mod p =G ->
i. z. f[i+l] := i+l, Z div p. P
00
00
At tnls point we might be content with the solution we nave obtained and not pur-
sue the development further. Instead we will take the opportunity to consider two ways
ot increasing the efficiency of the loops in an existing algorithm.
One way to improve the efficiency of an eXisting loop IS to look fora way to
cnange tne guard ot the. loop so that fewer iterations arene~C1ed toa~tuevetnesa.nl~
goal. A knowledge otnumber theory. common sense. ora Caretui aJlalysisoftn&
prOblem would tell us rnat when the quotient (ie i aiv p) is less man tne current pnme
p tnere can be -no other prime factors. Applying this criterion will allow us to stop the
outer lOOp earlier than is possible wlthlhe test ZL' p. This retinement wltl be included
in our final implementation onhe algorithm.
A second way to improve the efficiency of an existing loop is to increase its aver-
age iterative strength. This will have the consequence at on average decreasing the
bound function by larger amounts with each iteration. The iterative strength of tne
outer lOOP in our example is tied to successive primes and there does not appear to oe
a way of eliminating any of the primes from consideration. Therefore our secona stra-
tegy is not applicable to the outer loop. However this idea can be applied to the inner
loop. To understand this let us focus back on our ii-mechanism where if the original
ZG was a prime raised to a large power (eg zlb =223) we could use the stanoard binary
ooubling strategy for exponentiation which is logarithmic in the exponent. We have not
bothered to include the second refinement in our final algorithm. We will however In
otner examples use this second strategy for improving the effiCiency of eXisting loops.
Our final algorithm takes the following form.
Ip 1 <zell ->
$vr z.p,i:integer -)
z := zlb. p := 1. i := ell:
$rp
p := nextprime (p);
do z mod p =dl -)
i. fCi+1J. z:= i+1. p. z dlV p
00;
$pr -) z div P <p;
$ptz> 1 -> i. f[j+ll := j+1. z;
$~: z div p <P => t. i
pi
Several observations can be made about this Implementation. Firstly a repeat ...untll
lOop has been used in preference to a dO-lOOp because terminatIon could not be pos-
sible until at least one prime has been tried as a factor and so it IS most appropriate to
test the guard at the end of the loop. Application of the guard at the beginning of tne
loop in this case reqUIres some unnecessary duplication of COde. As IS usually me
case rne ii-meChanism can terminate in one of two states. These termination states
must De accommodated in our implementation.
The implementation in Pascal of a prime factorization algorithm aescribed oy
Alagic and Arbib { 8 J is given below.
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begin
t := Q; k := en:
q := n div dfQ]; r ;= n mod d[Ib]:
While (r =<Il) or q > drk] do
begm
if r =<ll then
begin





q := n div drk]:
r := n med d[k)
end:






In comparing the two implementations we see that by using a ii-meChanIsm in prefer-
ence to an alternative construct we have avoided the need to apply the factor test (ie r
=0) twice m succession. We would also suggest that the first solution IS simpler and IS
tne ·preferred solution" because there is a loop over all possible prime factors ana a
second lOOP overmultiple occurrences of a given prime factor.
As a final observation about the development 01 the SOlution using mductlve
refinement although the author was aware of Alagic and Arbib's solution at the time.
tne reasoning described here is a fairly faithful transcription of how the final solutIon
was arrived at. We WOUld claim that inductive retinement gave strong constructive gUI-
oance and turned this problem into a relatively trivial one. The logical development
toliowed by Alagic and Arbib does not appear to be quite so stralghtforwara at least to
tnis author.
5.3. Deductive Initialization
In our earlier discussion of the structure of loops we made the oOservatlon tnat
tor nested loops the role of the outer lOOp is that of applying an iterative process and
ItS accompanymg initialization steps repeatedly. We have in the preceding two suo-
sectIons examined cases where the iterative processes that have been applied repeat-
edly were treated uniformly in that no special requirements were neeaed tor the first
applicatIon of the iterative process. There is however an important Class of problems
where tne requirements for the first application of an iterative process differ trom the
reqUIrements of subsequent applications. For this class of problems the tirst applica-
t,on of the iterative process (or IT-mechanism) needs to assume the rOle at an initializ-
ing step tor suosequent applications of a loop-body that incorporates tne iT-
meChanism. The dynamic initialization required tor the iT-mechanism is referred to as
a .tj.~mech8njsm. Its structure must be deduced from the state of the computation
wnen the IT-mechanism terminates without having established the postcondition. The
rOle of the a-mechanism is to change the state of the computation to a configuration
wnere. if the postcondition still has not been established. it is possible to agam apply







Traditionally prOblems oiscussed in the literature that have these initialization reqUire-
ments have loop bodies that effectively apply the ii-mechanism first ie
00 B,->
ii-mechanism;
if lBB -> k-mechanism
II BI -> Skip
fi
00
Because it is possible fOr the n-mechanism to establish the postconoition it is
essential to protect the Li-mechanismwithanextl"sguara. This amounts to lOOP over-
design. We wQuid suggest that this latter i-mplementation is inferior because it apphes
unnecessary tests and also because it violates the basic idea that eacn loop Should
have an appropriate initializing step.
At this point we are ready to consider several classic examples that belong to tn,s
important class of problems.
Example 5.4 Partitioning an Array
The problem of partitioning an integer array an..nID] about some value x 15 a fam-
iliar problem in computing science. As we have mentioned it is a prototype for a class
of problems that are amenable to a similar method of solution.
Stating the partitioning problem a little more preCisely the task at hand is to parti-
tion me array elements about x such that all elements less than or equal to x are In
one partition and aI/ those elements greater than or equal to x are in the other parti-
tion. There are a number of variations on this basic problem which depeno on the ori-
gin of the partitioning value x and whether or not it is present In the array. We will
concentrate on tne general formulation of the problem where no assumptions are
maoe about x. The requirements given suggest the following schematiC diagram as a
pOSSible terminating condition.
1 j j nell
f OJ 1
~.ix ~~.t x~
Where all a[1..i] are less than or equal to x. and all a[j..ndl] are greater man or
equal to x. Of course it is possible that x may be either greater rnan rne largest ele-
ment In the array or less than the smallest element in the array. It is oesirable that
our formulation handle these special cases smoothly and naturally. Given tnese
requirements we may propose the fol/owing postcondition as suitable for use In
aeveloping the partitioning algorithm.
A: (Q..i i ..i ndl) 1\ l,J P «1 ..i p ..i i) =)
(arp] ..s. x» f\ n ..s. j ..s. ndl+1) " 'J- q
«j ..i q ..i nQ) => (a[q] .!. x)) " i = j-1
It is Interesting to note that most postconditions given In tne literature tor tnlS
prOblem are tormulateo in such a way that j anO j are allowed to ·crossover" ( 2.4.12 ].
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Crossover seems to De an artefact ot eXisting Implementations rather tnan something
tnat is Inherent In the prOblem.
Having formulated the postcondition we can now proceed with thedeveiopment of
the algorithm. The free variables associated with R are I and j. The ranges for these
variables are alreaay supplied. We have:
i: (IiI.i i .i ndl)
j: (1..5. j ..5. ndl+ 1)
From tnese ranges we are tree to choose as our projection values I =dl and j = ncb+ l.
SUbstituting these values for i and j into the postcondition R yields the following invari-
ant P and determinate 0:
P: (dl..5. i ..5. ncb) "Vp (1 ..5. P oS. j) => (a[pJ oS. X»
1\ (1 ..i j oS. ndl+ 1) IWq q ..i q .i ndl) =>
la[qJ l.. X»
0: i = j-1
Because the antecedents of the two implications are false for the chosen projection
valUes the two implications will still be true. The determinate is only true at prOjection
for ndl =III and false for larger values of nc\)o
In this case the bound function can be taken directly from the determinate I.e.
We might at this stage be tempted to suggest that a suitable guard would De either I .;
J-1 or i # j-1. As we will see a little later this suggestion is premature oecause we
have not taken into account the iterative capacity at the loop.
Our taSk now is to develop the loop body. Applying the inductive retinement
metnodology we are looking in the first instance tor the weakest general iterative
mecnanlsm capable of establishing the postcondition A. To establish R we have tnree
options: increasi l1g i. decreasing j, and/or Changing the configuration ot the elements
in me array. If the array were already in a partitioned configuration then the prOblem
would reduce to one of establishing the appropriate values for i and j that satISfied tne
determinate. A mechanism capable of establishing the determinate under tnese con-
ditions can be considered as the IT-mechanism for the problem. The weakest possible
meChanism would be one that changed either i or j but not both. However, tne more
general mechanism is one capable of establishing R tor all possible final i and j
valUes. That is, it would be possible for some data configurations to establish R by
cnanging. just two variables. i and j, without moving any elements in tne array.
Developing the IT-mechanism in itself can be seen as a separate proOlem which could
be solved by applying similar methods. Instead, having identified the IT-meChanism.
we will go straight to its implementation as it is very straightforward. In essence al/ we
need is a mechanism to confirm the following configuration for all allowable i. and j.
i i
1<=~.lILxJ
In trying to confirm A. the meChanism we propose must maintain the invariant P.
Should. however, the iT-mechanism enter a state where it is not POSSible to mat<e
further progress without changing other variables <Ie changing the array configuration)
rne if-meChanism must terminate and some other action must be taken. Our Ti-




00 i (il -)
if a(i+ 1] .i x -) i := i+ 1





if a[j-1) 1. x -) j := j-l
oa(j-lJ (X -> jl := j
ti
00
Whenever the ii-mechanism terminates it can bem one of two statas; either AiwtII
have Deen confirmed or the computation Will be in what we shall call a.A-stateano R
wlllstiJln'othave been established. A ~"'"7stateis character~zedby. the conlunctlon of
tne conditions that bring about early terminationaf the ii-mechanism I.e. in this case
lrstate: a(i+ l} ) x "alj-l] ( )(
This state reflects the detection of two wrongly partitioned elements. To mal<e pro-
gress unaer the invariance of P the complements of both the conjuncts in the 6-state
must De established. That is. we require
I a(i+ 1] .i x 1\ a[j-1) 1. x
A swap of the elements a(i+ 1] and a[j-1] will achieve this. It will also set up a conClilion
mat will allow i to Increase by one, and j to decrease by one under the invanance of P.
The l1-mechanlsm can therefore take the form:
~-mechanlsm:
i. j. a[i+1J. a(j-1] ;= i+1. j-1. alj-l], a{j+ 1]
After application of the ii-mecnanism the computation will again be in a state where it
IS possible to apply the TI-mechanism in an effort to confirm the postcondition R. The
loop to estabiish the determinate will therefore consist of alternatively applying tne ii-
mechanism and the 6-mechanism.






Unfortunately this method of composition tor the two meChanisms turns out to De
unsatisfactory in this case for the fundamental reason explained in the introduction to
thIS suosection. We are therefore led to the idea of applying the ii-mechanism at ini-
tialization and then constructing a lOOP body with the ~-mechanism at initialization
and then constructing a loop body with the Ll-mechanism preceding the ii-
mecnanlsm.
The only taSI< that remains is to determine tne guard tor the loop. To do thIS we
must first determine the iterative capaCity of the lOOp body. The loop bOdy has tna
following structure:
dO? ->




i+1. j-l. a£j-1]. a{i+1];
The smallest general problem requiring iterative solution by the loop booy will be a
problem where neD = 2 and a{i+l] > x and a(j-1] <x. For this problem the ii-meChanism
applied externally will make no progress. the loop will then be entereo. ana the swap
will be made together with the accompanying changes to i and j. The n-mechanlsm
will then again be encountered but wlll make no further progress as R will have Deen
established. The maximum iterative capaCity of the loop is only 2. It is derived from
tne two statements I := j+ 1 and j := j-1 in the ~-mechanismwhich decrease the bounQ
function by 2. We can now proceed with the determination of the guaro notangthat the
bouno function was determined earlie,,..
t j-i-1 l. I»
IIImax: 2
B: t 1. Wmax
8: j-i-1 1. 2 • i+3 ..i j • j < j-2
The full implementation for the partitioning mechanism can now be describeo.
Ip ell ..i nCD -:->
$vr i. j. il. jl:integer ->
j := ell. j := ndl+1;
$do i <j-2-)
i. j. a[i+11. afj-1] i+1. j-l. a(j-1]. a(I+1):
$i: iI := j-1;
dO i <il ->
if a£i+1]..i x -> i := i+1





If a[j-1]l. x -) j := j-1




$r: (i = j-l) => L j. a
pi
Several comments can be made about this mechanasm. Referring baCk to our
original structure for nested loops we see that the ii-mechanism occurs in the algo-
rithm text in two places. first as an initializing step for the outer lOOp. ana secondly as
part of the body of the outer loop. We could have gone right ahead anO written in tne
rr-mechanism text in the two places where it is needed. Instead we have Chosen to
use the following $i: state convention:
This convention is taken to mean that loops with a defined $i: state begin execution at
that point in the program text. There are a number of other ways we COuld have
reSOlved this problem including the use of the structure employed. by Knuth that
possesses a middle exit ( 15 l. We could also have implemented the ii-mechanism as
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a proceaure and made two procedure calls, one at initialization and one an the lOOP
boay. Unfortunately language designers have failed to recognize this fundamental
contrOl structure and the problem of needing to write the text of the ii-mechanIsm
twIce. Wirth [ 16 J discusses such problems as lOOps with "an exit in the middieu • and
men goes on to consider two examples which he considers demonstrate that there IS
no "real neceSSity" tor such loop structures. We would suggest to the contrary as our
partitioning example demonstrates there are many problems that can best oe SOlved
using the lOOP construction we have suggested.
It is interestIng to compare the present implementation with that for a vanat,onon
the same problem that was implemented by applying Dijkstra's methodology [ 4 1. The
Important different lies in the fact that the IT-mechanism is iterative rather than con-
Sisting of a set of components of an alternative construct. i.e.
if am.i x -> i ;= i+1
o a[j] > x -> j := j-1
lJ afj].i x (am ->swap (am,bej]); i:=i+1.j;= j--1
fi
For the most general problem the difference In structure mak~s very little differ-
ence. however jf x is present in the array (as for the partitioning meChanism in qUick-
sort [ 2 ]) then an iteratiVe ii-mechanism is more efficient because its greater iterative
strength will, on average, reduce the number of times the loop guard is applied.
We would suggest that the preferred solution for partitioning involves an iterative n-
meChanism rather than a alternative construct. The modifications to our partitioning
mechanism most appropriate for application with quicksort 'are discussea elsewhere {
13 ].
As a point of programming style it is interesting to note the difference between
the present solutions and the Dijkstra-:style solutions for the partitioning problem and
tne inventory report problem. In both instances our methodology has led to iteratIve
IT-mechanisms whereas the Dijkstra-style solutions have employea alternatIve con-
structs.
Example 5.5 A Text Formatting Problem
The text formatting problem that we wish to consider involves Input of aata con-
sisting of one or more words separated by one or more spaces. No spaces precede
tne first word but there may be spaces trailing the last wora. We will assume for sIm-
pliCity that this data is stored as an array of n characters. The requirements for the
formattea output are that successive words should be separated by a single space.
ana there should oe no leading or trai'ling spaces. EssentIally the same proOlem IS
discussea in detail by Oijkstra [ 14 J. We have, however, generalized it so that the data
does not contain a sentinel. The other issues raised by Dijkstra's speCification of the
prOblem are peripheral.
To aevelop a solution to this problem uSing inductive refinement In the first
instance we are looking for the weakest general iteratIve mechanism capaOle of estao-
lishlng the postconaition (i.e. the output format specified). Assuming there are neither
ieading blanks nor is there an array at only blanKS then we might propose as tne
weakest iterative mechanism a procedure that "reads" a single wora and writes It out.
For this purpose we may propose the following mechanism. (We have chosen not to
speCify the procedure for writing out a single word explicitly,)
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n := n$. J:= $. I := $. space:=' ';
00 1< n -)
if a(i+1]:f. space -) i. j. w(j+1] := i+1. j+l. a{j+l]




This mechanism will certainly handle a single word. Out reterring back to our specifi-
cat.ons. we see that the smallest general problem may include zero or more trailing
spaces. Our more general ji-mechanism should accommodate trailing spaces. The
tollowing steps will therefore need to be added to the mechanism described above.
n:= n~;
do i <n-)
if a{i+ 1] = space -) i := i+ 1
oa{i+ 1] :f. space -) n := j
ti
00
We now have a mechanism to handle a single word in the general case.
Our next step IS to look for a way to generalize it 50 that it can handle more tnan
one word. The important thing in dealing with multiple words is that they all must oe
separateo by single spaces. It follows that we must incorporate the ·writing ot a single
space" into our mechanism. Clearly the first word can be written unconchtionally. All
remaining woros can only be written after a space has been written. It follows that tne







The detailed implementation is as follows:
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lp dl .i nell -)





$;: n := ndl. j :=ell;
00 i <n-)
if a(j+ 1J "# space -) i. j. w[j+ lJ ;= i+1. j+1. a[j+ 11






if a[i+1] =space -) i := i+ 1




$r: i =nib =) true
pi
According to our prevIously stated convention. because the loop has a $i: state its
execution will begin in this state. This will avoid the need to write the text of the ,,-
mechanism twice. once at initialization and a second time in the body of the lOOp.
It is Interesting to examine the details of the solution we have presenteo both witn
.respect to ~jnpl)t~ and output (input here reters to array accessing rather tnan a file
read). With respect to input initially. and with each successive iteration. a new woro is





Input: ITHIS ITEXT ISEEMS ISHORT
In contrast with respect to output we ha~e
Output:
WI W2 W3 W4
!THISlTEXTI SEEMSI SHORTl
110 sequences for DIJkstra'S Algorithm
Input
It is also useful to make a comparison with the input ana output sequences tor
Dijkstra's algorithm [ 14 J given below.
R 2 R 3 R4
~XT S~EMS S~ORT
11 W2 W3 W4Output: ITHI S TEXT ISEEMS ISHORTI
With respect to input for Dijkstra's algorithm the tact that the first character of ttle next
woro must be reao with each iteration is due to the input primitives chosen. We woulO
suggest that as a principie of programming style it is better to ·peak-aheaO· as this
allows us to maintain a more meaningful invariant In our algorithm a single Woro with
trailing spaces is "read" with each iteration whereas with Dijkstra's Implementation tne
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second and subsequent characters of the current word are read togetner with any
trailing spaces and the first character of the next word if there is one. Note tnat tne
situation is analogous to that for the unordered linear search discussed earlier.
For the output of our algorithm with each iteration a new word preceded Dy space
is written. With Dijkstra's algorithm for each iteration a new word is written out together
with a trailing space if it is established that there is still another word to be processed.
We would suggest that the output invariant maintained by the tormer implementatIon IS
to De preferred because the structure of the algorithm is such that a space 15 written
unconditionally with each iteration of the outermost loop. It might be added that Dijks-
tra nas employed the same lOOp control structure as that traditionally employed for tne
partitioning problem discussed earlier with the consequence that extra testing must be
employed in the body of the loop.
As it stands, our algorithm for the text formatting problem has two built-In ineffi-
Ciencies that may be unacceptable to some when implementea in a deterministIC
language like Pascal. Fortunately these two inefficiencies can be easily eliminated
Without Changing the basic structure of the algorithm.
The first inefficiency occurs in the first internal loop tnat has the Job of accesscng
the characters in a WOrd until a terminator is encountered. Whenever thiS lOOp ter-
minates with "a(;+ 1] =space" true, it follows that i can be incremented by one betore
applying the second internal loop whose job it is to read trailing spaces.
The second inefficiency occurs with the second loop whenever it terminates with a(j+ 11
t- space true. This implies that the first character of the next wora has Deen encoun-
tered. This can and should be accommodated when the next iteration IS made. ThiS
latter refinement can most easily be incorporated by first applying a meChanIsm that
strips off any leading spaces preceding the first word. Such an action sets up condI-
tions that best allow us to apply the second refinement. These steps are left as an
exerCise to the reader.
Example 5.6 Text Scanning
Knuth in his structured programming discussion [ref. 15 p 271J cites an IOterest-
ing text processing problem. Basically the problem requires the processing of a
stream of text where we want to read and print the next character from the input. It a
Single '/' (slash) is encounrered we need to advance to the next tao-stop position.
However. if two consecutive slashes "II" are encountered the output should be
advanced to the beginning of the next line. After printing a periOd ": an additional
space should be inserted in the output.
The 1T-mechanism in this case will simply be one that reads and writes one cnar-
acterat a tIme provided no slash has been encountered. After including the refine-.
ment that a "space" must be written after a period we may propose tne following "-
mecnanism:
i := eot. n := nO;
do i:J n-)
read (x); i := eot:
if x:J '/' -) write(x); if x = '.' -) wrlte(' ') fi
ox = 'I' -) n := i
fl
od
What remains is to generalize this mechanism so that it acts appropriately when tne
ii-mechanism experiences forced termination. It is apparent that a A-mecnanism IS
reqUired. What the ~-mechanism must accomplish, having encountered one '/' is [0
distinguish whether a tab or a newline should follow in the output. The ii-meChantsm
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may meretore take the torm;
reaCJ(x) ;
if x-:J 'I' -) write<tab); write (x) ; if x ='.' -) write(' ') fj
I] x = 'I' -) writeln
tl
We see that the basic structure of this algorithm follows the same unCJerlying pattern







if x:j. '/' -> writeUab); write(x); if x = '.' -> write(' ') f·1
ox ='/'-) writeln
fi;
$i: j := eot n := ncb;
ClO i ". n ->
reao (x); i := eot:
if x t 'I' -> write (x) ; if x =': -> writeC ') fi




$r: i ::: nm ~=> true
pi
In tnis implementation we have borrowed Pascal's 110 facilities.
It is difficult to make an absolute comparison of this mecnanism With Knuth's
implementation as at face value he does not take into account the possibility ot
encountering an end-at-file. The present construction aVoids the problems encoun-
[ereo by Knuth when slashes (e.g. one or two consecutive slashes) are met in the input
stream. The iterative IT-mechanism. by simply reading and writing characters until
either the input is exhausted or a slash is encountered. resolves the problem with tne
slashes in a more straightforward manner. We would suggest that present mechanasm
is cleaner and conceptually simpler than Knuth's implementation. Knutn argues
against the idea of duplicating the code associated with the period. ThIS can easily be
avoided in our implementation too by making use of Pascal's buffered input facilities.
There is. however, no significant gain to be made by pursuing such an alternative, We
00 not accept Knuth's argument that duplication of code is a ·waste of energy",
Methodologically we suggest that the ~-mechanism's rOle is also to make progress
towards termination. Hence the underlying structure of our mechaOism.
Example 5.7 Exponentiation
The prOblem of computing z = ab where a > c1l and the integer b l. c1l IS a weli-
known proOlem. We will discuss it briefly because it raises several funOamental Issues
about the structure ot loops and prO%ramming style. ChOOSing first a well-tormeCJ
postcondition (whiCh is not simply z =a ) and then projecting the invariant we get
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In attempting to sOlve this problem we will need to Change at least two variables In
oraer to maintain the invariant. The most of obvious choice is to Change z and y while
maintaining the invariant. This leads directly to the simple method for exponentIatIon
mat is a linear function of exponent.
The other alternative. which turns out to be more interesting. is to instead change
me pair of variables x. ana y while maintaining the invariant. Under these conditions.
aOmittlng the operations of multiplication and division. the weakest iterative meChan-
Ism mat can establish the postcondition will be one that deals with the case where b IS
a power of two. With the projection values x =a. y =band z = 1 the jj-mechanlsm can
therefore take the form:
00 even(y) ->
y := y diY 2. x := x II x
od
ThiS meChanism terminates with y odd and greater than or equal to one. It y has been
reduced to one there is no need for further iteration and so the iterative mechanIsm
can terminate. In the other case. where y is odd and greater than one it IS necessary
to derive tne associated /\-mechanism that will shift the computation to a state wnere
it is again possible to apply the ii-mechanism. Taking these steps through In a similar
manner to that applied for previous examples we are led to the following implementa-
tion.
Ip ~ <a • ~ ..i 0 ->
$vrx.y.z:Integer ->
x := a. y := b. z := 1;
$do 1 <y->
Y := y-l . z := z '" x;
$1: do even(y) ->
y := y div 2. x := x '" )(
od
$od;
$r: y = 1 => Z ;= Z '" x. y = dl => z
pi
With this implementation. once y has been reauced to 1. there is no neeo for furtner
iteration. At this point we might be satisfied with the development given as it fits natur-
ally into the same framework as the previous two algorithms which possess oeductlve
oynamlc Initialization states. It is. however. useful to make comparisons with two otner
implementations. one given by Dijkstra r 3 • p.66L and a second given by Gries ( 4
p.240J.
Dijkstra's impiementation has the form:
x.y.z := a.D.I;
00 y 'I- dl->
do even(y) ->
x. y := x ... x. Y div 2
od;
y. z := y - L z ... x
00
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This Implementation IS essentialiy the same as ours except that the order of the ii-
meChanism and the other meChanism in the body of the loop has Deen reversed.
Dijkstra suggests that the example above leads him to the conclusion that "support IS
weak" for the need to have loops with "intermediate exits".
We would argue that our implementation is to be preferred because it recognizes tnat
tne ii-meChanism alone can take the computation through to a state where it is pOSSi-
ble to establish the postcondition (I.e. by z := z It x) without further contribution from the
bOdy of the loop. In contrast Oijkstra's implementation is always_committed to apply
me complete b.-mechanism once the loop Is entered. A further difference is that in
our algorithm y is maintained as either even or odd whereas in Oljkstra's implementa-
tIon it is reduced to zero which is not considered in mathematics at least to De an even
numDer. Hence the loop does not maintain as an invariant property that y remalOs
either even or odd. These distinctions may be too subtle tor some but taken In con-
junction with the other examples that require deductive initialization, it is apparent that
there is a consistentpattern op~rating~The.pasewherey =1 requires a test tor eve-
ness with Dijkstra's implementation which is naturally avoided by our implementation.
A comparison with Gries' implementation given below raises· another issue:
x.y.z := x.y.1;
do en <y f\ even(y) -) y.x ;= Ydiv 2. x It X
[] Gl <Y A 000('1> -) y.z:= y-1. z It x
ad
Because the tests for even and odd are incorporated into the lOOP guard the test Q ( Y
must De applied as many times as the even and odd tests. Consequently, the test Q ( Y
will, on average. be applied considerably more times than is necessary. Our imple-
mentation, with its ii-mechanism. avoids this problem.
There still remains an inefficiency in our implementation that has been over-
looked. The inefficiency arises from the way in which the ii-meChanIsm and the b-
meChanism have been coupled together. Part of the role of the b-mechanlsm is to
cnange y from an odd value to an even vaiue so that the iterative ii-meChanism can De
re-app/ied. It follows that the test to see whether or not 'I is even is not needed until
after the bOdy of the ii-mechanism loop has been executed at least once. As sucn.
our eXisting loop structure will. in general. make more applications of the test "even<y)"
than are needed to solve the problem. The following program structure eliminates the
reOundant "even(y)" testing.
do even(y) -)
y := 'I div 2. x ;= X It x
ad;
$do 1 <y-)
'I ;= y-I. z ;= z " x;
rp
y := y djv 2, x := x It x
pr -) odd(y)
$od;
$r: y =1 :) z := z .. x. Y = Gl ~ Z
pi
In this implementation. we describe the 6-mechanism and the ii-meChanism In the
bOdy of the lOOp as being co-operatively coupled. The price we have had to pay for
this rationalization of the mechanism has been to expticitly include the guarded ii-
meChanism as the Initiailzing step and replace the guarded ii-mechanIsm in the 'oop
body by its unguarded form (Le. a repeat-lOOp), The general framework tor the co-
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This refinement can be applied equally well to the prevIous two algorltnms tnat
Involved deductive initialization prOVided the main loop guard is Chosen sucn that me
~-mechanlsm cannot establish tne postcondition without sUDsequent application 01
me sUDsequent application of the unguarded IT-mechanism.
It should be noted that it is not possible to apply the co-operative coupling refine-
ment to Implementations where the ii-mechanism precedes the ~-mechanlsm 10 me
booy of the loop. Furthermore. if we were to choose tne guard of the main loop SUCh
that the 6-mechanism In tne lOOp body were able to establish the postcondition rnen it
WOUld not De possible to employ an unguarded ii-mechanism in the lOop oooy. In our
example this situation would arise if we had used the guard deb <yM insteaO of "1 <y".
We will in the next section see other problems with a higher degree of symmetry
tnat can be treated according to essentially the same principles.
5.4. Iterative Initialization
There is an important class of loop problem that follows on naturally from the dis-
cussion in the preceding section. These are a set of problems. which. on the surlace
at least. appear to possess a measure of symmetry. They are often characterizeo oy
possesslOg more than one variable or collection of data to which it would appear that
essentially the same mechanism could be applied in sequence. Probably the best way
to introduce the issues raised by this class of problems is by way of example. We wilt
now pursue this course.
Examplo 5.8 The Greatest Common Divisor Problem
The greatest common diVisor problem should perhaps by now nave been
relegated to a position beyond discussion. We will attempt to present a different per-
spective on the development interpretation. and implementation of solutions to the
problem in the light of the proposed methodology.
We may assume that we are given two positive integers. a and b. ana we are
reqUired to establish the postcondition:
A: x = y =gcdoc.y) " gCdOc.y) = gcd(a.b) 11. x > Q " Y> Q
The ranges for the variables x and yare
x: J.i x .i a
y: 1.i Y.i 0
as a. ana b must at least share the divisor 1. We are free to choose as our prOjection
values x =a and y =0 from which we are led to the following invariant and determmate:
P: ged <x.y) =gcd (a. b) " x > cb " y ) a.
0: x = y =gcdCX.y)
In formulating our SOlution to th,s problem In the first instance we are looking tor the
weakest general iteratIve mechanism capable ot establishing the postconOWon. There
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are two vanables associated with the prOblem. however. in the first instance we are
looking for the weakest mechanism so we need to investigate whether there exists a
mechanism that possesses the following characteristics - it changes only one vanable
While maintaining the invariant and it Is iterative and capable at establishing the
postcondition. These requirements correspond directly to the situation where one of
me variables is a multiple of the other. The corresponding TI-mechanism might there-
tore take the torm
ao x> y -> X := x - y od
This mechanism can terminate either with x := y. confirming that y is a multiple at x. or
With x less than y. If the latter case prevails further processing will be required. At this
pOint in the development the skeleton structure that we have for.the gcd algorithm is:
rp
A-mecnanism; 11?
do x > y -> x ;= x - y od
pr->x=y;
The nature of the dynamic initialization in the loop body for the n-mechanlsm may not
be immediately apparent. However. its role is by definition to change the state of the
computation to a pOint where it is again possible to attempt to apply the IT-mechanism
again. Examining the conditions that apply after termination of the n-mechanism. it
follows that x must be less than y if further processing is required - this is tne opposite
situation to that which the n-mechanism was designed to handle. As x has been
Changed as much as is possible we might expect that the ~-mechanism will need to
cnange y. One possibility would be to use
y;= y - x
This mechanism however cannot guarantee to change the state ot the computation In
one iteration to a situation where x L y and it is again appropriate to apply the ii-
mecnanism. The obvious choice of il-mechanism is therefore one which nas a
greater iterative strength i.e.
rp
y := y - x
pr -> x 1. y
Our complete imp,ementation of the gcd algorithm can theretore take the torm:
Ip cD <a 1\ cD <b -)
$vrx.y:integer ->
x;= a. y;= b;
$rp
rp
y ;= y - x
pr -> x 1. y:
$1: 00 x >y-)
x := x - y
od




With this Implementation we have deliberately Chosen to usa a repeat lOOP for me fj,-
mecnanlsm. because, given that the mechanism always starts In tne $i: state. to
acnteva co-operative coupling between the two lOOPS an unguarded ~-meenamsm IS
reqUirea. This repeat loop/do loop structure can be used widely tor algoritnms Wlth an
iteratIve Ll-mecnanism.
Several comments are in order about this implementation ot the gcd algorithm.
As a rete renee paint we should note a tamiliar implementation ot the ged algoritnm
wnich has the torm
x := a. y := b:
00 x:t y->
ii x > 'I -> x := x -y
(] y > X -> Y := Y - x
fi
00
The advantage ot our algorithm over this implementation Hesin, the fact tnat tne itera-
tlveii and ~-mechanisms ensure,that on average the outerl06p guard tor' our algo-
rithm will be executed significantly fewer times than the guard ·x:t 'I". We WOUld there-
foresuggest tnatthe implementation with two loops in the loop body is the preferred
solution. Another familiar implementation that possesses two iterative mechanisms in
tne loop bOdy has the form:
x := a. y := b:
dO x:t y->
00 X ) Y-) x := x - y ad;
00 y > X -) Y:= Y- x od
od
In tnis impiementation the two inner loops are not co-operatively coupled with conse-
quence that the test ·x ) y. is applied more times than are necessary to salve tne
prOblem I.e. after the tirst iteration of the outer loop x will always be greater rnan y it
the outer loop is stili active. This inefficiency cannot be overcome by changing tne
first inner loop tor tor that matter. the second) to a repeat lOOp. In tact. it woula seem
tnat the only way to achieve co-operative coupling and hence eliminate tne ineffi-
ciency tor this mechanism is to admit a $i: state in which the algorithm begins execu~
tlOn.
What is probably most interesting about this algorithm is the way in which tne
proposea methodology led us directly to the preterred solution. Furthermore. even
without a formal specification of the postcondition in searching tor tne weakest iterative
meChanism we would be led down the same path. What this example underlines is the
constructive power of the methodology. We will now turn to anotner example which
also by now should have been relegated to a position beyond discussion.
Example 5.9 Two-way Merge
The two-way merge problem is more usually concerned with flies. We will. how-
ever. pnrase the problem in terms of arrays. The file version. if needed, can easily be
obtained using the methods suggested in section 4. Our concern is to merge two
ordered arrays a(1..mcbl and b(l..ncbl to produce a third array c[l ..mcb + ncbl. Our SOlU-
tion should hanale ail cases including those where one or both of the input arrays are
empty.
At this point we could write down tormal postcondltions. derive invariants ana
proceea mucn in the same way as for most of our other examples. We have. however.
cnosen to proceed more informally. partly to illustrate that the methodology does not
necessarily rely heavily on the more formal apparatus.
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At any point in time we will assume that a£l ..il and bll ..j] are mergea to give
c£l ..kl. where k = I+j. In carrying out the merge the possible variables for cnange are.
i. j. k. ana c[k+1]. the first three of which would be initially zero. It is not possible [0
carry out a merge by changing either one or two of these variables. Our weakest
iterative mechanism will therefore be one that changes at least three of these vari-
ables. The two choices are either i. k. and c[k+ 1] or j. k and c[k+ 1J, Selecting the first
cnoice. tne weakest iterative mechanism that could reduce the problem to one wnere
no furtner merging would be required is of the form:
i := lb. j:= lb. m:;:: -mcb;
00 i (m->
if a[l+ 11 .i b[j+ 1] -> i. k, c[k+ 1] := i+1. k+ 1. a(i+ H
aa[l+1] > b(j+11 -> m := i
Ii
00
This meChanism corresponds to that situation where all the afl ..mcllJ occur in tne
mergea output before the first element in the b array. The mechanism is deSIgned [0
terminate as soon as it detects other than the assumed most favourable situation In
accordance with the standard practice we have adopted for constructing IT-
meChanisms.
We need to understand clearly what the implications are of the ii-mechanism ter-
minating in either of the two possible states. Whenever the ii-mechanism terminates
naturally with i = m = mlb all the a£l..mlb] will have been merged. Consequently. tne
problem that remains is not a merging problem but rather one of copying tne remain-
ing elements bfj+ LncllJ into the output array C. The Implication of this for our imple-
mentation is that tne loop controlling the complete merging process should terminate
as soon as it is detected that there is no longer a defined merging problem remaining.
Forced termination of the IT-mechanism in its other state (ie with i ( mcb) suggests mat
some form of delta mechanism is required. Our immediate suggestion for the /j.-
mecnanism might be:
j. k. c£k+ 1J := j+ 1. k+ 1. b£j+ 1]
However. as tnis cannot guarantee to place the computation in a state wnere it may De
most appropriate to apply the ii-mechanism a better suggestion in accoroance with
cooperative coupling is:
rp
if b[j+ 1] j, a(i+ 11 -) j. k. cCk+ 1] := j+1. k+ 1. b(j+ 1]
ob[j+ll > a(i+1] -) n := j
fi
pr -) J=n





if blj+ll .i aH+ 11 -) j.k.e(k+ II := j+ 1. k+ 1. blj+ll
ob[j+ll ) a[i+l] -) n := j
fi
pr -) j = n;
00 j <m-)
if a[j+ 11 .i b[j+ 1) -) Lk.e£k+ 11 := i+ 1. k+ 1. a(i+ 1]




The prOblem that remains Witll the merging part OJ theimplementati<:>nislocontroi tne
termmailon of tne mechanism when the problem ceases to beoefined as a mergfng
prOblem. It is clear that either of the internc:il lOOps has tnepotentisl to terminate
naturally ana· hence bring about a state Of the computation where tne problem has
been reduced to a copymg problem. For example. the repeat-loop can terminate with
J = n = nil) and I <m which implies that a[j+ l ..ml remains to be copied. In this situation
me guara on the ao-loop that follows It (Le. i < m) is not sufficient to prevent tne SUO-
sequent application ot the test
if a(i+ll.i b£j+11 ...
which will be out of bounas with respect to the b array. To overcome this the repeat-
lOOP mechanism must be able to communicate to the do-loop (and vice versa) that a
merging problem is no longer defined.
An effective way to accomplish this communication is as follows:
m := me». n := j:
$rp
rp
if bCj+ 11 .i aCi+ll -) j.k.cCk+ 11 := ;+ 1. k+ 1. bl;+ II
(] bCj+ 11 ) a{i+ 11 -> n := j. m := mID
fi
pr -) j =n;
$i: do i< m->
If a(i+ll.i b[j+1) -> l.k.c[k+11 := i+l. k+1. a(i+11
(] a(l+ll > b[j+ll -) m := i. n := n$
fi
00
$pr -) 1= n
The way tnis communication mechanism works is as follows. Each merging loop uses
a sWitch to control whether its successor can continue to execute. Setting n =j initially
effectively "turns off" the repeat-loop. If the inner do-loop terminates naturally tnen
the merging meChanism terminates. If. however. the do-loop is subject to ;orced ter-
mination (Le. by the assignment m := i, indicating that an element from the b-array
should be merged next) then the repeat-loop mechanism is ·switched on" by tne
assIgnment n ;= nell. The dO-lOOp mechanism can only be subsequently switchea on
by tne repeat-loop if it has a forced termination indicating the requirement for further
merging. And so the two iterative components that carry out the merging are alterna-
tively switched on and off in each case. depending on how their predecessor ter~
minates. This control structure is a general one that can be used much more widely
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man me present application. A repeat-loop has been deliberately used tor the outer-
most lOOP because it will allow the compiled implementation to execute tewer steps as
me mechanism will "fall through" when the guard is true.
We are now left with the task of implementing the copying mechanism that must
follow the termination ot the actual merge part ot the process. This aspect ot the
implementation is straight torward and so we are led directly to the final implementa-
tion.
Ip 1 .i mcb V a .i nc1l ->
$vr i.j.k:integer: c(1 ..mcb + nGJ:lnteger ->
i := lb. j := $. k := 41:
Ip 1 ..i mcb • 1 ..i ncb -)
$vr m.n:integer ->
m := m41. n := j;
$rp
.rp
ifblj+U..5. aU+1] ~> j-.k.cCk+1] :=j+l.k+1.blj+l}
. IJ bCj+l]> a£i+11 ->n:=J.m := mCD
ti
pr -) I =n
$1: do i (m->
if a(i+ 1] .i blj+ 11 -) Lk.cCk+ 1] := i+ 1ok+1.a(i+11
(] a(i+1]) blj+l] -) m := i. n := nell
fi
od
$pr -> J== n
$r: (; = mcb f\ j <ncb) V (j ( mcb !\ i =ncb) ~ i.j.k.c
pi;
dO i ( m41 -> Lk.elk+ 1) :== i+1. k+1. alk+ 1] od;
do j <ncb -> j.k.elk+ 11 := j+1. k+ 1. blj+ 1] od;
$r: i =mdl Aj::: n41~ k.c
pi
When we compare this implementation of the two-way merge With other alterna-
t,ves it is immediateiy apparent that it is textually more complex. We may. theretore.
ask what is the justification for this increased textual complexity? The justification in
part comes trom the tact that the implementation is mechanistically simpler tnan other
alternatives. Consider. for example. the commonly used merging construct:
eto i ( m /\ j ( n -)
if a[i+1]..i b[j+1J -> ;'k.clk+1l := i+1. k+1. a[;+1]




For this implementation. with each iteration tests on Doth I < mana j ( m must De
maae. In our Implementation only one of these tests neea to be made. The ·over-
head" in our implementation caused by the need to emplOy forced termination ana
etefine the merging operation dynamically should in general be offset by tne capacity
to use SImpler mechanisms to merge sequences of a values before the current b valUe
anCl vice versa.
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Dijkstra [ref. 3 p, 126] suggests another merging mechanism that is textually
sImpler tnan either of the above proposals. -The basic contrOl structure for tnis impfe-
mentation uSing some set notation is:
x,y,z := X, Y,0:
00 x" dI or y " cD ->
-transfer an element from (x+y) to z·
00
Where x+y refers to a union of two sets and • ioentifies tne empty set. Although an
attractive implementatIon, mecnanistically it relies on the use of sentinels (which IS not
always practIcal> and furthermore it does not degenerate to a simpler mechanism
when the problem reverts to a copying problem. The natural structure of the problem
. is therefore hidden by the mechantsm,
-.' ..." .
Of course, it is easy enough to question. our arguments' a1)Out the merging proD-
fem. What is, however. much more impo,rtant ie/tO reodgni'ze the linderlying charac- •
terist,cs of solutions derived by always seeking and building solutions to problems
arouno the weakest iterative mechanism thatc'an:establish the postconOitlon. We will
come b'a'(~k to these-issues-in the-section 'on classl1ication- o-f loop constructs.
One tinal comment is in orOer betore we leave our Oiscussion ot tne mergmg
algorithm. Our implementation could in some contexts be criticizea tor not taking
more effective action when either of the internal loops experiences forced termination.
For example, with the do-loOp whenaCi+ll > b{j+1] we proceea as follows:
oa[i+l] > blj+ll -> m ;= i,n ;= ncb
However, this condition invites us to apply a merge of the element blj+ 1] i.e.
oa[i+l] > b[j+1] ~> m,n,j,k,clk+l] ;= i,ncb,j+l.k+l.b£j+ll
A similar strategy COUld be applied with the other merging loop with the attenaant
structural implication.
Example 5.108lnary Tree Searching
To complete this section we will consider two more examples that raIse certam
issues about the application of the methodology we have introduced.
In considering the binary tree search for comparison we will focus on tne
representation employed by Knuth £ 15 1. The binary search tree is representeo Dy
three arrays, a(l] denotes the information stored at node number i, and 1(1] and r(i] are
tne respective node numbers for the roots of that node's lett and right subtrees with
empty suOtrees being represented by zero. If we pursue the idea of looking for tne
weakest iterative mechanism we are quickly led to the following implementatIon with
cooperative coupling and a deductive iterative initialization scheme.
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Ip ell .i j ..,....>
$vr p.n .ncb:integer -)




if am > x -> p := I; j := 1m
IJ am .i x -> n := i
pr -> I =n:
$1: n := ncb:
00 i " n ->
if am.i x -> P := i; i := r(i)
OaCiJ >x->n := j
Ii
00
$pr -> j == ncb;
$r: i =nell~ p
pi
Before evaluation our first solution we shall present a textually simpler solution.
the essential part of which has the form:
n := Gl: p := n:
00 i" n ->
jf am .i x -> P ;= i; i ;= r[i)
{] aCi] > x -> p := i; i := W)
Ii
00
Comparing the two SOlutions we see that the ii-mechanism has essentially tne same
loop ano guard structure as our second solution. If we had in fact applieO the same
type of refinement as finally suggesteo tor the two way merge we would have ended up
With the following ii-mechanism
n:= nell:
00 i" n ->
if am .i x -> p := i: i := r[i) ,
{] am > x ->n := j; p := i: i := 1m
fi
00
Which is just our second solution with the statement n := i inserted to bring about
forced termination.
Study of the two solutions suggests that the second solution is to be preterreo
because it avoids the overhead needed to bring about forceo termination ot both the
ii-meChanism and the 6-mechanism. We must now ask what are the implicatIons of
tnis most recent result. It would seem to suggest that the strategy of always looking tor
tne weakest iterative mechanism that can establish A does not always lead us to tne
preferred implementation. However. all is not lost. The situation we have just encoun-
tered is signalled by the circumstance where the guard (or its complemenO tor the
outermost lOOp is identical to the guard for the iterative ii-meChanism. In SUCh
instances we should evaluate the situation to decide whether or not it is appropriate [0
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carry out the mechanical transformation needed to arrive at tne second preferred
SOlution to tne proDlem.
At this point in the discussion it is conventent to introduce a little terminology that
will make it easier to usefully evaluate the phenomena we have just encountered. We
say tnat iterative slack exists in an implementation when it is possible to introduce one
or more iterative constructs into the mechanism that will on average reauce tne overall
100p-guarO-testing required by the implementation. This concept makes way tor
transformations that may allow on the one hand a speeo-up of existing imp,ementa-
tions while at the same time helping us to design iteratively tight implementations in
tne tirst instance~ An implementation is said to be iteratively tight if it IS not POSSible to
introauce an iterative mechanism that will reduce tne overall guara testing required Dy
tne algorithm. What we suggest is that the TI-mechanism methodology wilt in general
provide us with mechanisms in which there is either no iterative slack or in Which it
has Deen minimized. In applying the methodology we must be aware of conditions that
may suggest the preferenCe for a non-Ue(~tive n~mectl~ni~fl1.": ...
The reader is lett to drawhi·slher own c9nclusions aboutcompartson wltn Knuth's
two Implementations. In our irrrplementationswehave chosen to separate the tasks of
insertion and search. We have alSo taken precautions to handle the insertion of tna
first element in the tree. As a fundamental principle of loop construction we WOUld
suggest that any step(s) that are only applied at the last iteration should be separated
from tne body of the loop. We referred to this principle earlier as the law ot separatIon
0; concerns.
Before leaving the tree search problem it is worth noting that the weakest iterative
meChanism did not completely mislead us in pointing towards the "best" solution if wa
are prepared to resort to sentinels (as Wirth Ooes in ref. C 161 P 201). What Wirtn sug-
gests is essentially
s t .key := x; (sentinel)
while U .key :F x do
if x <tr .key -) t := tt .left
Ox 1. tt .key -> t := tt .right
tl
This mechanIsm requires all leaf nodes to be linked to a common nooe wnere tne
sentinel gets placed before the commencement of the search.
If one is to resort to these tactics we would suggest tha following alternatIve
implementation which is based on the application of the weakest iterative meChanism
tnat could establish the postcondition (we have kept with Knuth"s representation).
a(s] := x; (sentinel)
$00 am:; x -)
rp p := I; i := r(i] pr -) am 1 x:
$i: do am > x -> p := I; i := pm ad
$00
This implementation will on average make less applications of the test "am" x· tnan
Wirth's implementation.
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Example 5.11 Maximum Finding
We will now make one final diversion before moving on to issues related to the
classification ot loop mechanisms.
The problem we wish to consider Is that of finding the maximum In an array 01 nib
integers. This problem once again addresses the issues raised by the tree searChing
example. We will develop the solution Informally as even the more formal development
is very straightforward. There are two variables associated with the problem which can
be changed; they are the array Index I. and the maximum variable max. The weakest
iterative mechanism which can establish the postcondition will be one that merely con-
firms (by changing MilO) that a given candidate for the maximum Is indeed the maxImum
in the array. Our Ii-mechanism can therefore take the form
max.i.n ;= aCll. 1.ncb:
do j <n->
iI8[1+1] .i m:ax~> I ;=1+1
lJ a11+ll) max -> n ;= I
fi
od
Clearly the ii-mechanism as it stands cannot solve the general prOblem. Accommo-
dating this fact we are led to the final Implementation that selects. and then tries to
confirm. successively better candidates tor the maximum in the set.






if a(i+ll..s. max -) i := 1+1




$r: I = ncb~ max
pi
Like in our previous exampiS. we ndie that the guards for the outer loop and tne ii-
mecnanism are essentially the same. Furthermore we see that the ii-mechanIsm ItseU
embodies a solution to the general problem is we include the step that takes full
advantage of the condition a(i+ 1] > max. With these observations we are led to the
alternative solution whose central mechanism has the form:
i, max := 1. a£11:
do i <n->
if a[i+ll..s. max -} j := i+1
oa[i+1]) max -> i,max:= i+l. a(i+l1
fi
ad
As tor our previous example. we see that this mechanism is iteratively tight and so is to
be preferred over our original solution.
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Once again. if we choose to resort to the use of sentinels we can arrive at the
implementation given below which can exploit then-mechanism.
I := Q;
do I <n -)
i.max.a(n+1] := i+1. a(j+1]. a(j+ 1];
ao a(i+1] <max -) i ;= i+1 od
od
Knuth has shown ( 17 ] that the maximum only gets updatea on average O(log n)
times. consequently with this implementation the guard "j < n" is only tested on aver-
age O(log n) rather than n times as in our two previous algorithms. Doing a statement
count with the Berkeley Pascal qompiler for n = 1000 we find that for random data on
average 3010 statements are executed for the second implementation while the third'
implementation only executes 2023 statements.
from the last two examples we have considered It should not be inferred that we are
aavocating the use 01 sentinels. What did corneas a surprise trom this investigatIon
was that application of the IT-mechanism methodology in a straightforward way led to a
SOlution to the problem of finding the maximum that the author had not previously con-
templated. Others. unaware of the methodology. have also been at a loss to discover
a more efficient implementation than the conventional one.
6. On the Characterization of Loop Mechanisms
What is apparent from our stUdy of loops is that there appears to exist a set of
basic control mechanisms that can be widely used to solve problems that reqUIre
iterative solution.
Rather than leave our discussion of loop mechanisms in its present state. it would
seem appropriate to examine the prospect of formalizing this knowledge in some sys-
tematIc manner.
What our jnvestigation has done has been to indicate that there is possibly a
deeper structure associated with loops that we have hitherto not seriously exploited.
In attempting to come to terms with this hypothesized deeper structure it would
seem prUdent to be aware of Chomsky's semlnel work in linguistics ( 18.19]. What
Chomsky has been able to do is provide a framework for the construction of theories of
language. Within this framework his most important contribution has involved the
speCification of rules underlying the construction of sentences ( 18 ] using phrase
structure and transformational grammars. The relevance of Chomsky's work in partic-
ular and formal language theory in general. has long been recognized in computing in
the theory of complier construction ( 20 J. We do not. however. find the application of
principles at least similar In intent to Chomsky's in programming methodology. If it is
pOSSible to accomplish such a task then one might hope for a somewhat similar set of
benefits to those derived from having a grammatical theory for the construction of
natural language.
The simplest and perhaps most obvious benefit from specifically identifying a
higher level syntactic framework would be a taxonometric one. This would assist the
systematic stUdy of the discipline. We might also expect that an awareness of such a
higher level framework should aid the semantic analysis of programs, Explicit
knowledge of these rules should also improve a programmer's "competence" Un
Chomsky's sense) since initially. at least. (because programming does not involve a
natural language). he or she does not have any "Internalized" rules for program con~
structlon of the type that Chomsky claims that natural language speakers possess.
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To attempt to do justice to a grammatical theory of program constructIon IS
beyond the scope and intent of the present discussion. Only a brief outline and
exploratory investigation of the posslbUlties that we have raised will therefore be made
at this paint.
In attempting to draw on parallels with results in another discipline there is always the
danger of introducing structure and terminology that is of questionable relevance. We
will start this discussion by considering the simplest problem. that of inventing a clas-
sification discipline tor simple and complex lOOp structures.








(/:', l:, 8, cr)
end loop
]
By convention. it the loop body refers to a simple loop, then the rOle of the suoscnpts
is to describe how the subjectIve elemenHs) in the loop body are derived (note vari-
ables used to force termination are not considered).,
The conventions used are shown in the following table;
6.1. Classification of loop Structures
There are many schemes that couid be selected to classify loops. We nave
cnosen a very Simple scheme that will place loop mechanisms into a relatively small
numoer at broad categories (this scheme is derived from. but independent oLthe
more detailed phrase structure sclJeme to be described in the next section). There
are two categories Of lOOps. 8impl& (denOted either by is or oland c<>mplex (denateo
by 6. or E). A simple loop mechanism conslstsO·f a single lOOp whereas a complex
loop refers to a nested loop structure. A" is" is used to indicate a loop mechanism; tne
3ubjective variables (i.e. the required "output") of the loop are·conditlonally (or deduc-
tively) derived by the loop mechanism (e.g. a loop for finding the maximum in an
array). A "cr" is used for loops that derive their results inductively (e.g. a loop ;or sum-
ming the elements in an array). A" b. II is used for a nested loop that condit-
ionally deJ?iyes its subj.ective variables where a "t" is used for a.
loop w~th s~mJ.larpropert~es to a "cr" loop (eg standa,rd mqtr~xmu1 tiI;l:}'.;i.cation)
Subscripts are used to identify the structure of the lOOP ooay ana a super-
scripted "•• indicates the presence of a post termination state. A simple classification








The descriptive power is increaSing (Le. f has highest preference).
For complex loops the loop body is considered to have an mitializatlon com-
ponent. a simple or complex loop. and a possible post termination mechanIsm. The
initialization component whiCh forms the left-most component of the suoscript follows
the initialization conventions identltled in section 5 and emplOyS the descriptors in tne
table above (allowing also tor iterative initialization). The internal loop(s) IS described
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usmg the basic loop classification scheme with the convention that suOscrrpts are
aroppea to maintain lust a two level scneme.
These simple conventions are sufficient to classify most (but not al\) simple lOOp
meCl1anlsms. Using these conventions the classifications for some of tne examples



















It is apparent that the description provided by the conventions that we have
aaopted in this section can only loosely classify loop mechanisms. We must therefore
turn to the invention of a device. whose role is somewhat akin to Chomsky's phrase
structure grammar ( 18 J in order to more accurately characterize the structure ot joop
mecnanisms.
6.2. A loop Grammar
The intent in proposing a loop grammar is to attempt to identify a higher level
unoerlying syntactic structure that could be employed in the construction of lOOps.
There are possibly many ways to invent such a grammar. We will employ a scheme
that follows on fairly naturally from the conventions followed in the preceding sectIon.
As a simple example of a possible loop grammar we may propose the tollowlng
rewrite rules.
L->P+S
P -> (a) + (z) + (j) + (d) + (1)
S ->8 + (R)
8 -> (P)+(S)
R-> (z) + (i) + (d) + (f)
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The initial loop structure is L. S is the accompanymg lOOP l)Ody. P refers to tne
initializEitton segment and R to the post-termination segment. The "a" is used to deal
with auxiliary variables. The other components identified in the rewrite rUles have
been previously defined. Constituent analysis of the loop structure is performed textu-
ally top-to-bottom.
The terminal strings are the variables identified in the loop mechanism. Some exam-
ples of applying this simple grammar are as follows (we have used examples previ-
OUSlY discussed in rne text» It should be noted that the rewrite rules we have pro-
posed constitute only a weak grammar in that they do not necessarily exclude
incorrectly formulated loop mechanisms.
Linear Search - Example A







/ ~i 0/ ~R
I I / "" ""(i) (n) add
I I I
(m) (it n) (found)
Two-dimensional search - Example C
.. (6.1>
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Inventory Report Example D
p -L . S
z --------- <5~ -----.R
(J) /p~ ~/ S, (trle)
z i <5 ~R
I I / I
(n) (j,T) /'. (g[jJ,T)
z ~
I I
(n) (j , T)
These examples should be sufficient to indicate how a loop grammar might be applied.
Of course a much more extensive study would be needed to implement a lOOp gram-
mar of sufficient power to be of real practical value~
At this point our anaJysis of loop structures is stili not complete as we have yet to
identify useful transformations.
6.3. loop Transformations
What is apparent from any extensive and detailed study of loop mechanisms IS
that a small number of generic loop structures account for a large number of proo-
lems. This observation is not necessarily apparent from a casual survey of the litera-
ture but rather it is a suggestion of what could be achieved by application of princIples
like the law of separation of concerns and other aspects of a good discipline for lOOP
construction.
Within the framework of basic loop structures we find that there are two mecnan-
isms that dominate. The simpler mechanism is one that maintains its loop invariant
either conditionally or unconditionally throughout its iterative phase by application of
what IS essentially a single mechanism within the loop bOdy.
The other dominant mechanism is one in which there are essentially two com-
ponents to the loop body. one component that maintains the lOOp invariant In a rela-
tively straightforward way (much like the simpler mechanism) and a second often more
complex component that needs to be applied when the simpler component IS unaOle to
maintain the loop invariant. This second component also has the rOle of maintaining
the loop invanant but it must do so by application of a more complex lor at least dif-
ierenV mechanism. We will now explore several useful transformations that can be
used to arrive at different implementations of these basic loop mechanisms.
Consider first the basic loop mechanism:
dO 81 ->




wnere the condition C2 is usually weaker than ic1. If it is appropriate to apply C1
directly as a guara we could increase the Iterative strength of this component oy rurn..-








This transformation takes up some of the iterative slack in the original mechanism. It
can De appropriately applied to problems like Fermat' 5 Factoring algorithm [ 12 J. ano
tne prime factorization algorithm where the mechanism S 1 needs to (or may neeo to)
be applied on average considerably more times than 82 to complete me computation.
We will illustrate tne transformation for the gco algorithm.
Original Algorithm
00 a:j. b-)
if a ) b -) a ;= a - b





b ;= b - a
$;: 00 a ) 0 -) a ;= a - b 00
00
We call this an asymmetrical transformation.
For prOblems like the gcd algorithm even tne transformed implementation stili
possesses some iterative slack because the 82 mechanism may not De Iteratively
strong enough to bring the computation into a state where it is most appropriate to
apply the internal loop. This can be overcome oy increasing the iteratIve strength of
both alternative constructs in the original algorithm - this amounts to a symmetrtc
rrans;ormation. This second transformation is given below.
Symmetric Transformation
0081 -)
rp 81 pr -) Cl V 1B1;.. (6.3)
$i: do C1 -) $2 od
00
Applying this transformation to the original gcd algorithm we get
00 a:j. b-)
rp b ;= b - a pr -) 0 .i a;
$1; do a ) 0 -> a ;= a - bod
00
ThiS implementation is iteratively tight. As we have seen in our diSCUSSion of a tree-
searcning algorithm it is not always appropriate to make such transformations - I.e.
wnen the original mechanism is already iteratively tight. It is important to recognIze
tnat these transformations are reversible. Our constructive methodology will yield loop
bodies with the greatest iterative strength (I.e. mecnanisms that are iteratively
resolved). If circumstances demand. suCh solutioris can be transformed to an impie-
mentation more appropriate for the problem.
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When the conditions eland C2 in (6.1) are not appropriate for use as guaros
then tne transformations become slightly more complex than (6.2> and (6.3) althougn
they may be thought to form analogs of (6.2> and (6.3) respectivety.
The simplest of the cases. which is often encountered in tile processing. has tne





if C2 -> 82






Note that in this simplest representation P2is an inductive initialization tor tne interna,
loop. tne guaros 81. ana 82 are equivalent. and F2 and F2' are the elements of tne
meChanism needed to force termination of the internal loop. The inventory report
prOblem is an example of a mechanism that possesses this basic underlying lOOp




if C2 -> 82






Rewriting the inve~ntory report implementation in this form ~e have:
j := ell:
j, T:= j+1. t[j+1J:
do j< nell ->
if g[j] = g[j+ 1] -> j. T ;= j+ 1. T + t[j+ 1]




The mechanism (6.5) reverts to a simpler form when there is no post-termination
meChanism A2 for the internal loop. The iteratively reSOlved maximum finoing algo-
rithm has these underlying characteristics. Its corresponding· iteratively unresolveo
meChanism has the form:
P1; P2
dO 81 ->
if C2 -> 82




The underlying reason for the difference between (6.5) and (6.6) is that in (6.6) the Ini-
tialization P2 is capable of establishing the post-condition whereas in (6.5) tne
corresponding P2 is not capable alone of establishing tne post-condition Le. P2 fol-
lowed by R2 is needed to establish the postcondition. Such distinctions as tnat
between 6.5 and 6.6 indicate the value of loop transformations.
It should be pointed out that Bergland gives an implementation of the inventory
report problem ( 11 ] which seemingly avoids the need for a post-termination mechan-
Ism. This happens only because he employs what is effectively a sentmel and so hiS
SOlution is not really a general solution for the problem.
When the dynamIC initialization for the internal lOop mechanism has a deductive










ana tne unresolved torm is:
P1;
do 81 -)
jf C2 -) S2






There may also be a 02 component after termination. If there is more rnan one
internal loop in sequence then the transformations are slightly more complex.
We have now covered most of the asymmetric transformations. The symmetnc
analog of 6.3 is needed where it is not appropriate to use C1 as a guard.









If lC2 -) 82'





The unreSOlved symmetric form is:
P1;
dO 821\ 82' ->
if C2 -> 82






The two-way merge is a good example that exhibits both these forms.
We have now covered transformations for most of the simple cases tnat we nave
explored in this paper. The lOOp designer should be familiar with all these forms ana
have an understanding of when it is appropriate (and when it is noV to intrOduce
forced termination and Iteratively resolved mechanisms.
·/n concluding our discussion of loop transformations several things are apparent.
Firstly. this SUbject deserves a deeper and more extensive treatment man has been
gIVen here as a fUlly developed theory of loop transformations would put programmIng
methodology on a much sounder footing. Such a study would. hopefully~ shed more
light on rne connection between the syntactiC structure of loop meChanisms and their
unaerlying semantics. Even the present treatment can tell us such things as that tne
post-termination mechanism of an internal loop holds the key to tne purpose oftne
enClosing external loop. Also where there is a TI-mechanism and no post-termination
state in the loop body then we can usually work out from the ii-mechanIsm alone what
is the purpose of the loop mi;)chanism - the IT-mechanism for the partitioning algo-
rithm illustrates this point rather well. Pursuing such a course we are inevitably con-
fronted with the question "should we search for deep structures of loop meChanisms
along the lines of that pursued ana disputed by linguists in their study at natural
language?"
7. Conclusions
Jackson's data structure design. Dijkstra's methodology. or any other metnodol-
ogy. including tile present one is only useful so long as one applies it not as a beli-
ever. but as a rational critic. Floyd. Hoare. DIJkstra. Wirth. Jackson. Gries and otners
whO have laid the foundations of much of what is current programmmg WOUld. I am
sure. De the first to agree with this assertion. Methodologies. by their very nature. are
always developea within a limited context and with limited experience ana so we must
always be wary about their mechanical application.
Much of what we have discussed in this paper is concernea with program quality.
Unfortunately. quality in any creative enterprise usually has the definition of being tnat
Which is always produced by the creator. The reader must make his or her own juoge-
ments as to whether we have also fallen into this trap. Our over-riding intent has been
to explore the use of tools that may be helpful. both in improving the quality of the
oesign process and of the designed product. In attempting to develop an effectIve
deSign process we have sought well-defined composition rules that can partition both
the design process itself. and also the finished product. Our measures of quality In
the finished prOduct have been semantic clarity, generality. and mechanistic (as dis-
tinct from textual) Simplicity. Our proposals relating to the characterization of ioops
have been somewhat more exploratory. However. they may proviae a framework in
wnich an intelligent and consistent discussion Of program quality could take place.
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